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ABSTRACT

Watermarking Techniques for Intellectual Property

Protection in SOC Designs

Amr Talaat Abdel-Hamid, Ph. D.

Concordia University, 2005

Sharing Intellectual Property (IP) blocks in today’s competitive market poses

significant high security risks. Creators and owners of IP designs want assurances

that their content will not be illegally redistributed by consumers, and consumers

want assurances that the content they buy is legitimate. Recently, digital water-

marking emerged as a candidate solution for copyright protection of IP blocks.

In this thesis, we propose a new approach for watermarking IP designs based

on the embedding of the ownership proof as part of the IP design’s finite state ma-

chine (FSM). The approach utilizes coinciding as well as unused transitions in the

state transition graph of the design. Based on this approach, we have developed

a robust watermarking framework, used for copyright protection, as well as fragile

watermarking framework used for design authentication. For both frameworks, we

developed related algorithms for watermark insertion and extraction.

The developed techniques increase the robustness of the watermark and allow

a secure implementation, hence enabling the development of the first public-key IP

watermarking scheme at the FSM level. The algorithms have been implemented in

a prototype tool that accepts IPs in VHDL. We also define evaluation criteria for

IP watermarking, which we used for experimental measurements, and to compare

between different algorithms.
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In order to integrate these proposed algorithms in the design cycle of industrial

projects, we extend the above techniques to enable the watermarking of hierarchical

and concurrent designs. Finally, we introduce and describe the first algorithm for

watermarking hierarchical finite state machines (HFSMs).
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

Fast advancing IC (integrated circuit) processing technologies have enabled the in-

tegration of full systems on a single chip forming the new paradigm of the “System-

on-a-Chip” (SOC) technology. Incremental changes to current design methodolo-

gies are inadequate for enabling full potential SOC implementation. As proposed

in [10], the required shift needed for SOC design rests on two main industrial

trends: the wide availability of reusable virtual components, and the development

of application-oriented IC integration platforms for reducing development time and

efforts. Reusable virtual components or Intellectual Property blocks (IPs) [10] are

most effective when coming to reducing cost and development time of SOC designs.

Sharing IP designs poses significant high security risks. Most of these IPs

need time and effort to be designed and verified, yet they can be easily copied, or

modified to cover the authorship proof. Creators and owners of IP designs want

assurances that their content will not be illegally redistributed by consumers, and

consumers want assurances that the content they buy is legitimate. Intellectual

property licensing has numerous roots in various media, including the printed word,

music, art, and machinery. Intellectual property issues would not exist but for the

protection of original work from exploitation.

Throughout history, watermarking was widely used for copyright protection
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as well as data hiding. The most promising technical approaches for copyright

protection come from the thriving domain of digital watermarking. This technology

is based on the idea of hiding meta-information, such as video, pictures, and music

[16]. In digital format, the embedded information can be extracted, when necessary

to show proof of ownership as we will discuss later.

1.1 System-on-a-Chip (SOC): Design Path and

IP Blocks

An SOC design process starts at the system level design (Figure 1.1), where different

aspects of the system, such as specifications and requirements are delivered [6].

The system level model is designed by introducing the requirements in both the

architectural and algorithmic designs [10]. For the algorithmic (functional) design,

the product requirements are established and a verified specification of the system’s

function is produced. This design generates the main functional specification of

the system. For the architectural design, the system specification is decomposed

and mapped into architectural blocks according to the algorithmic design. In this

design, the architecture or a family of architectures on which the system will be

realized is defined. These architectures include components, such as microprocessors,

memory components, operating systems. The behavioral models, of both software

and hardware, are generated by assigning every function to a specific hardware or

software resource. This process results in the behavioral specification of the system.

The behavioral model is converted to an register transfer level (RTL) model. The

RTL is the basic implementation of the desired digital circuit. Logic synthesis tools

convert the RTL model into a gate-level netlist. This netlist has to meet timing, area,

and power specifications. The gate-level netlist is converted using layout placement

and routing tools to a final design layout. The layout is the final product that will

be directly fabricated on a chip.
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Behavioral Model (H/W Spec.)

Partitioning

System Level Design (Co−design Level)

RTL Model

System Integration

System−Level Model

(Hard IP)

(Soft IP)

Algorithmic Design Architectural Design

Software Coding

S/W  Design H/W  Design

RTL Design

Gate−Level Synthesis

Layout

Layout Generation

 (Firm IP)Gate−Level Model

Behavioral Model (S/W Spec.) 

Figure 1.1: SOC Design Flow and IP Blocks Deliverable

The partitioned modules are developed separately in the lower levels, yet the

specification is used for mutual testing and simulation during different implementa-

tion levels. The software part is developed using different programming languages

that are compatible with the hardware afterwards. In the hardware part, the de-

sign takes the same hierarchical approach usually used in the hardware design path

(Figure 1.1).

To facilitate and enhance such long design process, IP blocks are used in

different hardware/software design levels. IP blocks, either reusable or ones needed

to be designed, are defined in the architectural level. These pre-designed, pre-tested
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IP blocks allow system engineers to make necessary modifications and meet users

requirements in a timely fashion.

IP blocks are delivered in three main flavors depending on price, applications,

and contracts between companies. The Virtual Socket Interface (VSI) architecture

document [67] describes such levels as (Figure 1.1):

Soft IP : delivered in the form of synthesizable hardware design language

(HDL), i.e., high level designs. They have the advantage of being more flexible, and

the disadvantage of not being as predictable in terms of performance (i.e., timing,

area, power). Soft IPs typically have increased intellectual property risks because

RTL source code is required by the integrator.

Firm IP : optimized in structure, topology for performance and area through

floor planning/placement, possibly using a generic technology library. Firm IPs offer

a compromise between Soft and Hard. More flexible and portable than Hard, yet

more predictive of performance and area than Soft. Firm IPs include a combination

of synthesizable RTL, reference technology library, detailed floor-plan, and a full or

partial netlist. Firm IPs do not include routing information. Risks are equivalent

to those of Soft if RTL is included, and are less if it is not.

Hard IP : optimized for power, size, or performance and mapped to a specific

technology. Examples include netlists that are fully placed and routed, or optimized

custom physical layout. They have the advantage of being much more predictable

in terms of delay and power, but consequently are less flexible and portable due

to process dependencies. Hard IPs require, at a minimum, a high level behavioral

model, a test bench, full physical and timing models along with the final layout.

The ability to protect Hard IPs is much better because of copyright facilities and

there is no requirement for an RTL code.
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1.2 IP Protection

Intellectual property takes several forms, according to [22] the most important of

which are patents, copyrights, and trade rights. Patents protect inventions. One can

patent methods and processes, new varieties of plants, and (more weakly) designs.

But one cannot patent things that are obvious, functionality without mechanism

(that is, a system to do X without describing how it gets done), or laws of nature.

Patents are about ideas. Even without knowledge of a patented invention, one can

go to court to prohibit the independently developed device that uses it. Copyright

governs artistic expression, not ideas. It prohibits, for a finite time, the copying

of artistic works. In the US, a copyright currently lasts for the life of the author

plus 70 years, but national laws vary. Copyright protects against direct copying of

a product, not ideas’ protection. If one has never having seen a design, creates a

similar design, then she/he has not violated the copyright. Trade secrets : provide

legal protection for companies that want to keep information from the public. A

trade secret law is, in some sense, the opposite of patent law.

The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [30] iden-

tified increasing design cost as the greatest threat to continuation of the semicon-

ductor roadmap. Design technology (DT) enables the conception, implementation,

and validation of microelectronics-based systems. Elements of DT include tools, li-

braries, manufacturing process characterizations, and methodologies. DT faces two

basic types of complexity: silicon complexity and system complexity. Silicon com-

plexity refers to the impact of process scaling and the introduction of new materials

or device/interconnects architectures. Rapid technology advances in silicon short-

ens product life cycles and makes time-to-market a critical issue for semiconductor

customers. System complexity refers to exponentially increasing transistor counts

enabled by smaller feature sizes and spurred by consumer demand for increased func-

tionality, lower cost, and shorter time-to-market. Design and verification cycle times

are measured in months or years, and manufacturing cycle times are measured in
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weeks. Additional complexities (system environment or component heterogeneity)

are forms of diversity that arise with respect to system-level SOC integration. Design

specification and validation become extremely challenging, particularly with respect

to complex operating contexts. To avoid exponentially increasing design cost, overall

productivity of designed functions on a chip must be doubled. Reuse productivity,

verification and test of any design must also be doubled. The roadmap indicates

that to reach such a change we need a supporting infrastructure for IP reuse, includ-

ing IP certification and validation services, and IP protection mechanisms. ITRS

indicated that the research in these areas are still in their “infancy”, and that more

research is needed in such domains.

Digital piracy generally includes the following cases: 1) Illegal Access : A pirate

tries to receive a digital product from a network site without permission; 2) Inten-

tional Tampering : A pirate modifies a digital product in order to extract/insert

features for malicious reasons and then proceeds to its retransmission. The authen-

ticity of the original product is lost; and 3) Copyright Violation: A pirate receives

a product and resells it without getting the permission to do so from the copyright

owner.

In order to solve such problems, the VSI Alliance IP protection development

working group [29] identifies three main approaches to secure IPs. (1) Deterrent

approaches, where the owner uses legal means trying to stop attempts for illegal

distribution, i.e., using patents, copyrights and trade secrets contracts. This method

does not provide any physical protection to the IP. (2) Protection techniques tries

to prevent the unauthorized usage of the IP physically by license agreements and

encryption. These approaches are used at the distribution phase as well, i.e., the

buyer has to have the correct key to decrypt the design and so to use it. Yet, it

does not secure leakage from trusted parties, such as employees, brokers, etc.; (3)

Detection approaches, where the owner detects and traces both legal and illegal

usages of the designs as in watermarking and fingerprinting. This tracking should
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be clear enough to be considered as evidence in front of a court, if needed.

The VSI alliance proposed the usage of the three approaches for proper protec-

tion of IP designs. The detection approach directly interacts with the VLSI design,

and is considered an overhead on the design cycle. IP watermarking and IP finger-

printing are the main approaches used, where the design is watermarked (tagged)

then different tracking techniques are used to keep track of the usages of such design.

Watermarking is considered a passive approach, because the designer can only track

his/her design but not stop copying or altering effectively.

On the other hand, the proposed model by VSI does not cover the intentional

tampering of IP designs. This is a less sensitive threat to IP designs, because the

main model of selling IPs is business to business. Yet the threat is still there, and

designs can sometimes be altered and sold illegally.

1.3 Digital Watermarking

History has provided countless situations whereby information has had to traverse

hostile or enemy territory to reach its destination undetected. Khan [31] mentioned

many examples about hiding data on another media as a cover throughout history.

For example, the author tells about a prisoner of war who hides messages in letters

to home using the dots and dashes on i, j, t and f to spell out a hidden text in

Morse code. Perhaps one of the famous examples of copyright protection is the

clear signature of most of the famous painters on their paintings that is extremely

hard to be copied or imitated.

Watermarking is a sub-domain of steganography. Stegano means hidden or cov-

ered in Latin, which gives the meaning “covered writing”. In their survey about data

hiding techniques, Petitcolas et al. [51] defined the term steganography as “having

a covert communication between two parties whose existence is unknown to a possi-

ble attacker”. Steganography is divided into three main application classes. First,
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information hiding, which utilizes the secrecy and undetectability of steganography

to transfer secret data, used mainly for espionage applications. Second, content ver-

ification applications (authentication), where a fragile watermark is introduced to

secure the contents integrity. A fragile watermark is destroyed as soon as the object

is modified or altered. This can be used to prove any intentional tampering in the

design. Finally, intellectual property protection applications, where the watermark

is mainly used to convey the information about content ownership and intellectual

property rights.

Copyright marking (widely known as watermarking or fingerprinting), as op-

posed to steganography, has the additional requirement of robustness against pos-

sible attacks. Robust watermarking has the property of being infeasible to remove

them or make them useless without destroying the object at the same time. This

means that usually it has to be embedded in the most perceptually significant com-

ponents of the object [51]. On the other hand, fingerprinting [51] is like serial

numbers which enable the intellectual property owner to identify which customer

broke his license agreement.

1.3.1 Robust Watermarking

Figure 1.2 describes a generic model of robust watermarking [16]. The process is

divided in two parts: watermarking embedding, and watermark extraction also known

as tagging and tracking, respectively). In the embedding phase, the embedded data,

which is the message that one wishes to send secretly, is usually hidden in another

media referred to as a cover-text or cover-image (in our case cover-code or cover-

media). This produces the stego-text or other stego-object. A key (stego-key) is

used to control the hiding process, thus restricting detection and/or recovery of the

embedded data to parties who know it (or who know some derived key value). This

stego-key can be either a public key or a private key depending on the scheme of

the watermarking. In the extraction phase, the stego-object is used with the key to
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extract the watermark and identifies it.

The watermarking algorithm is usually based on one or more of the four basic

techniques [51]: 1) Security through obscurity, where the designer tries to cover the

way he/she used to embed the watermark; 2) Camouflage, or making the hidden

data expensive to look for; 3) Hiding the location of the embedded information;

4) Spreading the hidden information. Also there are many other techniques that

depends on the environment of the stego-object.

Watermark

Cover Media Embeded Data

Key

Key

Watermark Embedding

Watermark Extraction

Watermark Insertion Watermark Encryptor

Watermarked Digital Media
(stego−object)

Watermark Extractor

Figure 1.2: Robust Watermarking Framework

1.3.2 Fragile Watermarking

Figure 1.3 [68] shows the main framework of fragile watermarking, with the images

as example stego-object. The image here is divided into windows each composed

of a certain number of bits. These windows, image parts, are hashed to generate

a small number of bits, that is considered as a unique signature. This signature is

embedded in each block using the watermarker. Several methods were developed to

embed the fragile data, for instance in [69], It was proposed to embed this data by

using the least and the most significant bits of each pixel. At the extraction stage,
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the extractor re-generates the hashed bits and compares them to the ones previously

generated pointing to any altered or modified parts of the image.

Figure 1.3: Fragile Watermarking Framework

As the window of such image gets smaller, the amount of embedded data gets

larger, but the quality of the fragile watermark and its sensitivity increases as well.

In general, the fragile watermark is robust in the sense that it cannot be extracted

or deleted from the design without the knowledge of the key, but it is fragile in the

sense of detecting any changes that might happen to the design.

1.3.3 Subliminal versus Supra Channels

The amount of embedded data or the size of the embedded watermark has always

been an interesting research issue. The two main questions here are: “how much

data can be embedded without deteriorating the stego-object?”, and “how robust

will be this data?”.

The first trial to represent the watermarking problem mathematically was

done by Simmons [60] in his formalization of the “prisoners’ problem”. Through

this model, Simmons defined the problem of data hiding into another media using
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his previous knowledge of the authentication without secrecy protocols. In the

prisoners’ problem, two prisoners are trying to communicate although they have

been locked in a widely apart cells. The only means of communication between

these prisoners are messages passed through the wardens. Under the assumption

that wardens allow prisoners to exchange to get more information, and that the

prisoners are willing to accept some risk in order to communicate, the prisoners will

try to establish what is called “subliminal channel”, i.e., they have to hide the data

as innocent looking messages through the use of this channel.

Simmons [60] has defined subliminal channel as a way for secret data trans-

fer. Yet, attacking this subliminal channel might pose limited destruction to the

system under investigation. Craver [17] classified the warden’s power to alter the

transmissions between the prisoners into three classes:

Passive Warden cares about detecting the data in an authorized way, but they

cannot change or delete it, i.e., can only spy on the communications channel.

Active Warden on the contrary, tries to remove the watermark with different

possible attacks. Still, there exists a limited amount of data he/she can introduce

or delete from the system.

Malicious Warden may alter the messages, or even compose entire messages.

This type is not often addressed in the open literature, as censoring the whole

transmission is not related to copyright protection.

Without a proper robustness criteria, a subliminal channel cannot be used in

watermarking. In intellectual property techniques, we are always faced with active

wardens as pirates, or even malicious wardens, that try to delete the watermark or

cover the authorship proof. This difficulty led to the introduction, of the supraliminal

channel by Craver [17] as a better way for authorship protection, especially in the

case of active wardens.

According to Craver [17], the supraliminal channel is defined as “a low band-

width channel that the intruder cannot afford to modify as it uses the most significant
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components of the object as a means of transition”. As an example, the user will

embed the watermark in a short story in which the message is encoded in the suc-

cession of towns or other locations at which the action takes place. Details of these

locations can be very thoroughly woven into the plot. It becomes in practice impos-

sible for the intruder to alter the message - as she/he must either allow the message

through or censor it [17]. The effect of this technique is to turn an active warden

into a passive one.

Supraliminal channels can be considered a subliminal channels with lower

bandwidth to insure robustness criteria. On the other hand, several researchers

looked at calculating the capacity and the limits of subliminal channel. For instance,

in [61], Simmons put measures on the subliminal channel bandwidth. Anderson et

al. [2] discussed the obstacles that lie in the way of a general theory of information

hiding systems proving that public key information hiding systems exist. Moulin et

al. [47] formalized and evaluated the hiding capacity (amount of data that can be

embedded in an object), and its upper-bounds, as well as the amount of noise such

channel can withstand before it is destroyed, and used this as a measure of robust-

ness. Finally, it is worth to be mentioned, that the calculated capacity cannot be

used in the hardware domain, because in hardware designs, there is no clear limit

to add data, but adding more data will lead to higher design overhead.

1.4 Related Work

Several papers in the open literature tackled the problem of IP watermarking from

different prospectives and in different levels of abstraction. For instance, Char-

bon and Torunoglu [13] introduced a hierarchical watermarking scheme based on a

generic approach that can be used on different design levels. The authors proposed

the usage of multiple watermarks in different abstraction levels in order to get a

more secure system. The scheme increases watermark robustness as the intruder
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needs to delete the watermark in different levels. This hierarchy should not pose

a high overhead in the design cycle, nor on the final watermarked product area or

performance as the authorship information can be divided into many levels. The

above work introduce the concept but did not discuss details about watermarking

different abstraction levels.

As a novel watermarking approach, Fan et al. [21] proposed a technique for

securing IPs by watermarking random test sequences. The authors combined this

test sequence with the watermark generating circuit. The authors proposed different

ways to integrate the watermarking circuit into the on-chip test circuit. Yet, the

algorithm has many drawbacks as it is not watermarking the design itself, but an

integrated design part.

Digital signal processing (DSP) watermarking is introduced in [11] and [57]

at the algorithmic level of the design flow. The main idea of both approaches

introduced is based on the ability of designers to make minor changes in the decibel

(db) requirements of filters, without affecting their operation. Both approaches have

a low embedding overhead, as well as a low design overhead. Yet, the approaches

embed a very low data rate, just one character (7 bits), which makes them really

unpractical to be used in an industrial environment.

At the behavioral level, Oliveira [49] and Torunoglu et al. [64] introduced

two different techniques used in the watermarking of sequential parts of the de-

sign. Both algorithms are based on adding new input/output sequences at the finite

state machine (FSM) representation of the design. The main advantage of both

approaches is the ability to detect the presence of the watermark at all lower design

levels. Torunoglu and Charbon [64] introduced an algorithm based on extracting

the unused transitions in a state transition graph (STG) of the behavioral model.

These unused transitions are associated with the watermark in the design. On the

other hand, Oliveira [49] tried to manipulate implicitly the STG of the finite state

machine to implant the watermark as a property in the new one.
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Kahng el al. [33] proposed a constraint-based IP watermarking approach,

which is a generic algorithm that can be used at different levels of the design flow.

The approach is based on the usage of available tools used mainly to solve NP-hard

problems. The algorithm adds extra constraints to such solution, yielding to the new

watermarked design. Although the algorithm is widely accepted and used, several

drawbacks are associated with it. The main problem is related to the addition of

the extra constraints and how this will affect the generated solution. This method

requires complicated extraction techniques.

1.5 IP Watermarking Requirements and Proposed

Methodology

One of the main problems arose in such investigation was the lack of any framework

or benchmark to evaluate the above watermarking techniques. We started by inves-

tigating the requirement of IP watermarking techniques, to define the framework of

our watermarking project. We believe any IP watermarking approach should satisfy

the following requirements:

1. Does not rely on the secrecy of the algorithm: According to one of

the oldest security rules, defined by Kerckhoffs [36] in 1883, any encryption

or security technique should not rely on the secrecy of the algorithm, but

to the mathematical complexity of such algorithm, “The system must not

require secrecy and can be stolen by the enemy without causing trouble” [36].

The approach should not depend on the secrecy of neither the watermarking

insertion nor extraction algorithms. The algorithm should depend on one of

the system properties to protect the authorship data instead.
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2. Does not affect the design functionality: Testing and verification of hard-

ware systems is an extremely complicated task. In order to introduce a wa-

termark to the system, the watermarking technique should be totaly sound

especially in the sense that it can affect the system behavior. A sound wa-

termarking technique should not affect the design functionality under any cir-

cumstances, i.e., not introducing new design behavior, nor deleting behavior

that already exists.

3. Embeds enough data to identify the owner of the system: The water-

marking scheme should add enough data to identify the owner of the design.

This data should be concrete enough to be considered as an ownership proof

(ownership evidence) in front of a court. Nevertheless, the data size should

be small enough not to be considered a high overhead on the design size nor

should it affect the design performance.

4. Does not have high implementation overhead: Watermarking a design

is a complementary process to increase its competitiveness but affecting the

design performance or having a high time overhead in the insertion process

would be considered a real drawback. In fact, short time-to-market and high

competitiveness are the main reasons designs are watermarked, and adding a

high overhead watermark that affects its performance, like increasing its area or

introducing extra delays, would clearly decrease the design’s competitiveness.

Also, time-to-market should not be affected by the time required to insert a

secure watermark in a design.

5. Robustness: Any proposed watermarking technique should be strong enough

to face different attacking techniques without being totaly destroyed. The

inserted watermark, as well, should be robust enough to deteriorate the design

performance, or even destroy the system functionality, or add errors to the

system in case of any trail to delete it.
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6. Prevents intruder from re-embedding another watermark: One of

the main problems facing watermarking schemes is the ability of intruders to

embed another watermark in the design, especially if these are third parties

and have the source code of the design. These problems will decrease and even

might destroy the watermark authenticity in front of a court.

7. Easy detection and tracking tools: Watermark insertion is only half of

the process. Tracking and detection is the second important aspect in any wa-

termarking technique. Any proposed watermarking technique should be easily

detectable at all lower levels of the design, even after design manufacturing.

Tracking and detecting the watermark or its traces after different attacks is

essential to the process. The more complicated such process is, the harder it

is to track watermarked designs in the market.

8. Asymmetric: Since Diffie and Hellman [20] presented their public encryption

scheme, public techniques have proven their strength especially in non-secure

environments. Sharing IP designs poses the same threats as other secret data

in the public domain. Third parties, such as brokers and sub-contractors,

need to know the watermark key to track the design, but these parties are not

considered secure entities. Leakage and stealing IPs can still happen through

in-house workers as well who might know the watermarking key. These entities

can re-sell or reuse IPs after deleting authorship proofs. Building asymmetric

publicly detectable watermarking is needed, where all the project entities can

detect the watermark in different abstraction levels, yet only the owner can

insert his/her watermark or delete it, if needed. Asymmetric watermarking is

considered as a challenge in many media domains, because deleting watermarks

and attacking it is mostly related to the knowledge of its presence and where

it might be present.
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Based on such evaluation scheme, our objective is “the specification and build-

ing of an automatic watermarking framework at high behavioral level of the hardware

IP design”. In this thesis, we propose a novel technique for finite state machine

(FSM) watermarking. FSMs are a basic part of hardware designs. They are the

transformation between inputs and outputs of the design at the behavioral and RT

levels. Watermarking at these levels has several advantages over other watermark-

ing approaches. First, it will be automatically inherited in all lower design levels.

This will secure the lower levels of the IP as well. FSMs are related directly to in-

put/output of the design, and can be detected on mostly all of the lower abstraction

levels. Finally, FSMs can be presented in many different ways, as state transition

graphs (STG), or tables, etc. Watermarking the IP design in the early stages enables

the owner to have different choices about the level the IP can be delivered in, i.e.,

the design can be sold as a soft, hard, or firm IP. Making use of such transitions

would give the scheme viability in different abstraction levels.

Most subliminal [51] data hiding techniques, as used in many arithmetic ap-

plications, can be implemented quite easily in many systems, where the entropy is

never perfect and so there is enough space for inserting such data, like the prisoner

problem discussed in Section 1.3. This cannot be done easily in the hardware design

process. In the case of FSM, for instance, every single transition is related to the

behavior of the system. This means that setting a covert channel inside the tran-

sition bits is not allowed. Also, deleting the transitions of the STG is not allowed,

because this will change the system behavior.

We propose to divide the signature provided into two parts: (1) embed the

first part of the signature using free transitions available in the system, i.e., the

difference between completely specified (CS) and incompletely specified (IS) FSMs,

(2) based on the supraliminal channel concept, the second part is built using the

already existing transitions, in order to increase the robustness of the watermark.

The signature is inserted by utilizing the existing transitions that will coincide with
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the signature. Making use of such transitions would give the system more strength

against different attacks, because attacks will result directly in modifying system

behavior. In case of CSFSM, an extra input bit is added to convert the system to a

ISFSM in order to apply our technique.

Figure 1.4 shows how the proposed watermark is inserted in the STG. The

original STG is represented in Figure 1.4(a). Figures 1.4(b) and 1.4(c) show the

usage of coinciding transitions to add the signature to an FSM.
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Figure 1.4: Watermarking FSMs Using Coinciding Transitions: Generic Example

Supraliminal channel based on coinciding transitions will add extra robustness,

because attacking the watermark can result in deleting the sensitive data. Using

the existing transitions helps in solving the balance between adding enough data to

identify the user versus the overhead this data might introduce to the system. These

advantages will be discussed in detail in the evaluation part of the thesis, as well as

different measures that will be introduced to evaluate the system performance.

We develop two different algorithms to insert the watermark in the system. In-

put Comparison: optimized for more randomness and speed but does not maximize

the coinciding transitions. Output Mapping : optimized to maximize the coinciding

transitions for each visited state. We have also proposed an algorithm to extract the

watermark as evidence even if the system was attacked and parts of the watermark

were deleted.

We evaluate the proposed algorithms relying on the main evaluation criteria

and proved their robustness and soundness. Also, we implement a prototype of both
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insertion algorithms and compared them to the already existing techniques, and test

them on both the IWLS93 [45] benchmark to measure the overhead and robustness

of the systems experimentally.

The above approaches deal with copyright protection, but not with design

authentication. A fragile watermark should be robust enough not to be deleted by

any intruder, yet it has to be very sensitive to any design changes and to detect

it. We propose an algorithm depending on coinciding the whole watermark in the

system under investigation, in a way that makes it possible to detect if the design

has been altered by any means. A detection algorithm is proposed as well to extract

such design changes.

The above algorithms operate only after flattening the system FSM, which is

not very practical in the the case of modern hardware designs, because concurrency

and parallelism are considered essential in modern hardware. In the last stage of our

work, we have expand the above algorithms, and introduce interactive techniques

to watermark modular and hierarchal systems with different concurrency models.

We introduce a new technique for watermarking hierarchical FSMs (HFSMS) based

on the output mapping algorithm. We also propose techniques for watermarking

interacting and modular systems. Finally, we propose a novel technique for wa-

termarking concurrent systems. We concentrate on Synchronous, Reactive, and

Data-flow concurrency models as the main systems used in hardware design.

1.6 Thesis Contributions

In light of the above related work review, proposed methods, and discussions, we

believe the contributions of the thesis can be specified as follows:

• We propose a general watermarking evaluation criteria. We use this criteria

to investigate and evaluate IP watermarking techniques available in the open

literature.
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• We propose a new watermarking framework. This framework solves the re-

embedding and the ghost searching problems faced by previous watermarking

schemes. This approach acts as a general framework for IP watermarking,

even if another watermarking approach is used.

• We propose a novel technique for FSM watermarking based coinciding transi-

tions. The approach divides the signature provided into two parts, and uses

both free and coinciding transitions available in the system to embed the wa-

termark. The proposed technique is robust enough to allow us to develop the

first public IP watermarking technique in this level.

• Using the above technique, we propose two robust watermarking insertion

algorithms (input comparison, and output mapping), as well as a novel ex-

traction algorithm. We also develope a fragile watermarking algorithm that

can be used to ensure design authenticity.

• We evaluate the algorithms using the evaluation criteria developed in this

thesis. We also conducte experimental evaluation using a prototype tool, im-

plementing the proposed algorithms.

• We extende our approach to handle modular and communicating FSMs, as

well as Hierarchical FSMs . This is done to facilitate the integration of the

watermarking technique in the design process.

1.7 Thesis Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

• In Chapter 2, we describe the evaluation criteria proposed to evaluate wa-

termarking techniques. We also present and evaluate the state-of-the-art of

IP watermarking showing the advantages and disadvantages of existing tech-

niques. Finally, we discuss the lessons learned form the investigation.
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• Chapter 3 presents the proposed IP watermarking approach. We also present

details of the FSM watermarking using “coinciding transitions”. Then, we

describe the two proposed algorithms used to insert the watermark. We show

the extraction technique proposed to extract such watermark from the IP

design. Also, we present a new algorithm that is the first in this domain, for

fragile IP watermarking.

• In Chapter 4, we evaluate our algorithm, and present an attack analysis and

soundness proof to ensure the robustness of our technique. Finally, we use

experimental results to evaluate overhead that might be introduced to the

system due to the watermarking process.

• In Chapter 5, we develop watermarking techniques needed to enable its inte-

gration in the design path. We propose techniques developed for both modu-

lar and communicating FSMs watermarking, as well as watermarking HFSMs

techniques.

• Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by summarizing the work and briefly discussing

the obtained results. Also, future work is presented and discussed.
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Chapter 2

IP Watermarking: Evaluation

Criteria and State-of-the-Art

The VSI Alliance IP protection development working group [29] defined protection

and detection approaches as the two main approaches that directly protect the

owner copyrights. IP protection is usually based on either model encryption [63, 65]

or distributed environment [18, 19].

In model encryption, the provider releases an accurate simulation model to the

user, but protects his/her intellectual property by encrypting it [63]. The encrypted

simulation model can then be instantiated and simulated within the users design.

The encrypted model is provided to the designer as a pre-compiled object file to be

linked to the simulator and run on the designers machine. In the distributed envi-

ronment (as in the JavaCAD framework [18]), IP users are clients and IP providers

are servers. The IP user creates a design by instantiating and connecting modules.

Some modules are locally available, while others are remote. IP-critical information

about the remote module never leaves the provider. Non-critical information can

be enclosed into standard methods, which are run on the users virtual machine to

improve performance.

Mostly protection techniques are good solutions in the design phase, yet they
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cannot track the design in order to check if the buyer resold it, or even reuse it

again without permission. Protection techniques can be used for data access con-

trol. Encrypted products are accessible, and decryption is possible only by someone

who possesses the proper key. They also cannot stop local leakage, e.g., leakage

from employees or contractors. For the above reasons, detection approaches were

proposed as a passive but efficient way that complement protection to insure better

copyright protection.

2.1 IP Watermarking Evaluation Criteria

Petitcolas [52] identified a set of measures for watermark evaluation. Although these

measures were developed mainly for multimedia applications we find some of them

to be essential when evaluating any IP watermarking techniques. These measures

along with the analysis of different attacks will be considered as the main measure

to evaluate our work. In [52], the evaluation scheme relies on six main points:

• Perceptibility, which is a measure of how much the hidden mark has deterio-

rated the perceived quality of the system.

• Level of reliability, which is a very important measure, divided into two main

aspects: Robustness, which measures the strength of the hidden mark against

attacks, and the percentage of undetected watermarked design that might

appear, and false positive, which occurs whenever the detector could find a

mark in a non-watermarked design.

• Capacity, which defines the amount of data actually embedded in the design.

This is done for both the overhead on the designs, as well as the data size, and

if it is long enough to be used as an ownership proof.

• Speed, which shows the overhead on the design cycle produced by the water-

marking insertion technique.
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• Statistical undetectability, which is related to measuring the watermarked sig-

nal produced from the design, and is not applicable in the hardware design

case.

• Asymmetry, which is a measure for the ability of the approach to operate in

public-key watermarking scheme.

Based on these points and the specific needs of hardware and SOC design,

we defined in Chapter 1 a set of requirements that any IP watermarking approach

should satisfy:

1. Non-secrecy.

2. Reliability.

3. Effect on Design Functionality.

4. Preventing Re-embedding .

5. Amount of Embedded Data.

6. Implementation Overhead.

7. Detection and tracking.

8. Asymmetry.

We will use the above aspects to evaluate in this chapter state-of-the-art IP

watermarking techniques and algorithms. In the next subsections, we develop the

robustness measures, by performing a general attack analysis for the IP watermark-

ing techniques. In the multimedia domain robustness is measured using benchmarks,

e.g., Stirmark [50] for images. Benchmarking an IP watermarking scheme is harder

than that of multimedia applications, as the watermark might be spread in many

design levels, given the different nature through the design span of SOC. Instead,
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IP watermarking schemes rely on probabilities to prove the strength and robustness

of their approaches.

2.2 Attacks Analysis

Digital watermarking attacks are categorized in four main classes [16]: unauthorized

removal, unauthorized embedding, unauthorized detection, and system attacks. The

same categorization applies for IP watermarking schemes. System attacks aim at

attacking the concept of watermarking itself, such as attacking the cryptographic

base of the watermarking, or removing the chip that checks the watermark physi-

cally for instance in case of video media. This kind of attacks cannot be avoided by

the watermarking schemes. The VSI Alliance IP protection scheme solves this by

protecting the design through different transactions. On the other hand, unautho-

rized detection is not sensitive on copyright protection, as long as this detection will

not help the intruder to delete the watermark.

2.2.1 Masking and Removal Probabilities

Removal attacks [16] aim at the removal of the watermark information. This is

done without breaking the watermark, i.e., without searching for the key used in the

embedding. Removal attacks are divided into either elimination attacks or masking

attacks. The intruder tries to eliminate the watermark completely in the elimination

attacks. As an example, the intruder tries to estimate the watermark and subtract

it from the watermarked design. On the other hand, masking attacks do not aim

at removing the watermark itself, but aim at distorting the watermark detector so

that it will not be able to sense the availability of the watermark.

The robustness of a watermark is measured through benchmarks in multime-

dia domain, e.g., Stirmark [50] for images. Given the different nature of IP designs,
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benchmarking IP watermarking schemes is harder than that of multimedia appli-

cations. IP watermarking schemes use probability measures instead to prove the

strength and robustness of their approaches. In the subsequent text, we will define

and use a set of probabilities that will help us to measure the watermark robustness.

The main probabilities will be considered mainly to measure masking, removal, and

false-positives. Finally, because those measures are directly related to robustness,

asymmetry or public-key operating mode will be addressed as well. We used the

same set of probabilities to calculate public-robustness, under an extra assumption

stating that the watermark-key is known beforehand.

We define the probability of masking (Pm) as the “probability that any attack

would change or delete enough information to cover the watermark without deterio-

rating the design under investigation”. This probability might change depending on

the way of watermark detection as well as the usage of secret or public organizations

of our scheme.

Deleting a part of the added signature might mask the watermark. But the

watermark traces that still exist in the system are detected using other techniques

and used in front of court. This means that sometimes, the intruder needs to delete

most of the watermark without deteriorating the design under investigation. Thus,

the removal probability of the watermark (Pr) can be defined as the “probability that

any attack would delete the whole signature without deteriorating the design under

investigation”. Again this probability depends on the way of operation (symmetric

or asymmetric) and will be discussed accordingly.

2.2.2 Embedding Attacks (Forging)

Embedding attacks aims at embedding another watermark in the design. This can

be done by ghost searching, where the intruder tries to find a ghost watermark and

consider it as his watermark. This is directly equal to the probability of finding the

false positives discussed earlier. As a passive technique, watermarking techniques in
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general cannot stop anyone from re-embedding another watermark in the system.

This is considered one of the main drawbacks of watermarking. This can be solved

by introducing a third party to take care of signature authenticity. This will be

discussed in the next chapter in details.

2.2.3 Probability of Coincidence

The authenticity of the watermark, or the probability to find the watermark by coin-

cidence in a non-watermarked design (false positives), is measured by the probability

of coincidence. This probability is considered as a measure for detecting the water-

mark in a design by accident in a non-watermark design. In [64], the probability of

coincidence (Pu) was defined as the “odds that an unintended watermark is detected

in a design”. It is also considered as a measure for ghost attacks (discussed below).

This probability will be calculated for different approaches and used as a measure

of watermark validity.

2.3 Watermarking Techniques State-of-the-art:

There are many watermarking and fingerprinting techniques available in the open

literature. There are two main classes for IP watermarking (Figure 2.1): Dynamic

watermarking, and static watermarking. Dynamic watermarking, where the water-

mark can be detected by running the watermarked IP and detecting the generated

signal, such as DSP or FSM watermarking. Static watermarking, where the water-

mark is considered a property of the design, and can only be detected by different

static techniques, such as route and placement watermarking.

2.3.1 Test Sequence Watermarking

Fan et al. [21], proposed a technique for securing IPs using random test sequences.

After integrating the IP into the SOC, test signals have to be traceable. Using
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Figure 2.1: IP Watermarking Classification

this fact, the authors combined this test sequence with the watermark generating

circuit. This is done by integrating a watermark generating circuit in the on-chip

test module, so that whenever the design gets into test mode, the watermark will be

generated automatically. Bits generated from this sequence can be either embedded

as an extra bit for each test sequence, or the whole watermark can be generated

directly at the beginning or at the end. According to the watermark information,

the IP provider is able to verify the ownership rights and does not need to examine

the photomicrograph.

The approach is pretty novel, but examining the approach against the evalu-

ation criteria discussed above shows:

1. The approach does not watermark the IP, but mainly the test circuit. The

first attack any intruder can think of is deleting the test circuit and adding

his/her own. This will not affect the performance of the design by any means.

This means that in order to keep the watermark secure, we need to keep the

algorithm’s secrecy, i.e., Kerckhoffs’ rule.

2. From the above discussion, it follows that the approach has real robustness

flaw, it cannot be used, of course, in an asymmetric mode. The authors did
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not develop enough evidence to make us think otherwise. The calculation of

removal and masking probabilities is not possible, because the design is not

touched, and deleting the watermark would be simple and direct.

3. The approach, on the other hand, can be used effectively as a complementary

technique to generate the watermark inputs for other dynamic techniques.

This can be done especially because adding such data will have minimal over-

head on the system, where any part of the testing circuits can be used.

2.3.2 Digital Signal Processing Watermarking

In [11], the designer of a high level digital filter should encode one character (7 bits)

as his/her hidden watermark data. Then, the high level filter design is divided into

seven partitions where each partition is used as a modulation signal of one of the

bits. This means dividing the filter into seven parts and use each part as a carrier

signal with little db change if the bit is one or no db change if the bit is zero.

In [57], the authors divided the problem into two parts. They have introduced

the watermark to both algorithmic and architectural levels, in order to achieve more

robustness. At the algorithmic level, they have introduced a similar approach as

[11], where seven bits are added. Yet, at the architectural level, they have used a

static approach in order to watermark the transpose of the finite impulse response

(FIR) filter [57]. Their approach is based on using different structures of the filter

building block according to the bits needed to be embedded.

However, both are easily detectable as long as the DSP filter is not covered

totaly in the design. Both approaches can be used at the DSP algorithmic level,

which is a pretty high level of the design flow. The authors did not discuss the

strength of their approach or any robustness criteria. Besides, the approaches de-

pend on a very low data rate, just one character (7 bits), which makes them really

impractical to be used in an industrial environment. With such low bit rate, the
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watermark is extremely sensitive to design fluctuations at the lower levels. Also,

such a watermark is extremely sensitive to masking attacks, as the smallest changes

in the filter function would mask or even remove the watermark.

2.3.3 Watermarking Finite State Machines

FSM Watermarking Based on Unused Transitions

In [64], Torunoglu and Charbon introduced the first IP protection approach through

FSM watermarking. The algorithm is mainly based on extracting the unused tran-

sitions in a state transition graph (STG) of the behavioral model. These unused

transitions are inserted in the STG and associated with a new defined input/output

sequence, which will act as the watermark.

The approach in [64] starts with building the FSM representation of the se-

quential design, then visiting every state and finding the unused state transitions

(input/output pairs). In case the FSM is completely specified (CSFSM), new in-

put/output pairs are added to expand the FSM. The minimum number of transi-

tions needed (nmin) is then calculated and compared to the maximum number of

free transitions (nmax) to satisfy the probability (Pu) that a non-watermarked design

would carry this watermark by coincidence. If this probability cannot be satisfied,

input/output pairs should be added to satisfy the watermark requirements.

The input/output sequence is calculated, such that the input sequence is ran-

dom to the set of unused transition inputs. On the other hand, the output, which

is the hidden information, is encrypted by using a key (K). Extra transitions are

added so that the output of the given input sequence generates the encrypted hidden

data.

Figure 2.2 [64] shows an example of the watermarking process, where Figure

2.2 (a) shows the original design, Figure 2.2 (b) describes the watermarked design,

and Figure 2.2 (c) shows another watermarked solution after augmenting the inputs
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to add more transitions.
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Figure 2.2: FSM Watermarking Utilizing Unused Transitions

The approach works at a high level of the design flow, which provides extra

strength, and does not depend on the secrecy of the algorithm as a way of secur-

ing the design. The algorithm can be detected at mostly all lower design levels,

sometimes even after design manufacturing. The authors, however, used the prob-

ability of coincidence as the only measure for robustness, which only covered the

false-positives case. Also, the intruder can automatically delete the whole water-

mark without destroying the design in the case he/she knows the key, because all of

the transitions are added. Hence, this algorithm cannot operate in the public key

mode. Finally, finding the input sequence that satisfies Pu and is not considered

with a high overhead on the STG is an NP-hard problem [49]. The authors of [64]

proposed exhaustive search, or Monte-Carlo search [8] to get over this, yet solving

this would propose a high overhead in the design phase. The algorithm is immune

for FSM reduction techniques, as the variables used are usually part of other tran-

sitions, which makes it real hard to remove.

FSM Watermarking by Property Implanting

To watermark a design as proposed in [49], the user should define an arbitrary long

string that clearly describes his/her ownership rights. This data is considered as the

watermark information. After encrypting this message using a public key, the user
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should then use a one-way hash function, such as MD5 [58], to obtain a compact

signature of this arbitrarily long sentence. The arbitrary sequence is then broken

to input sequence combinations. For example, if the design has 16 inputs, and the

sequence is 128 bits, it defines a unique sequence of 8 input combinations.

The user then changes the STG in such a way that the sequence of states

reached by this sequence of inputs exhibits a specific property, which is rare in non-

modified STGs. This property is purely topological and does not depend on the

specific encoding. If, later on, the watermark needs to be uncovered, the designer

provides this input sequence and the property he/she defined.

In order to define the input sequence to change the STG properties, Oliveira

[49] adds extra states and transitions in a systematic way to satisfy this property.

The algorithm has a low overhead on the design flow, because it does not need to go

through the FSM to find the unused transitions (an NP-hard problem as discussed

above). In [49], it is even proposed to use a very strong way to build and implant

the watermark without the need of building the FSM of the design, i.e., low building

overhead.

The author in [49] used a 128 bit signature, which is large enough to identify

different users. The approach depends on adding a counter that checks for the

input sequence expected and reaches a certain value to indicate that the design has

traversed the implanted watermark. This counter can be a real weak point when it

comes to masking attacks, as deleting the counter or changing it means destroying

the whole watermark. Also, the counter, and the way the property is added should

be secret in order to insure proper security, i.e., Kerckhoffs’ secrecy law. The author

in [49] did not show how the probability of false positives are calculated, yet he

mentioned that he calculated and found that only 2 designs from the whole IWLS93

test bench have non-zero probability of false-positives.

Furthermore, the extra states added can be removed sometimes using a state

reduction approach, the author in [49] considered this to be hard to achieve in large
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designs, which is true because of the state-explosion problem that would arise. Also,

he proposed to solve this problem by slightly changing the functionality of the STG.

This is hard to be done mechanically as it is pretty complicated, and might affect

the design functionality.

2.3.4 Constraint-Based IP Watermarking

The approach is based on a generic optimizer and constraint-satisfaction (SAT)

problems [33]. The watermarking tool proposed is mainly composed of the following

parts (Figure 2.3):

1) An optimization problem, which is an NP-hard problem that needs con-

straints and heuristics to be solved.

2) An off-the-shelf optimization software/algorithm to solve such a problem.

3) A set of constraints that should be applied to the design.

4) A well-formed grammar to add extra-constraints to the previous ones for

building the required watermarked design. This is the main watermarking tool, it

is composed of a one-way encryption function that converts the watermark of the

code to a set of well-formed constraints.

The watermark is presented to the constraint generator. In the generator, the

watermark is first encrypted, then transferred through a hash function (to shorten its

length). Finally, it is converted to a set of extra constraints, through the well-formed

grammar, forming a new set of constraints, which is added to the available ones.

Both the design and the set of constraints are fed to the black-box optimizer resulting

in a watermarked solution. The watermark is then a set of extra constraints, that

will limit the set of possible solutions to a smaller set. The watermark becomes

stronger as the “watermark subset” is smaller.

Kahng el al. [33] illustrated this approach using the a simple satisfiability
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Figure 2.3: Constraint-Based IP Watermarking

(SAT) problem [23]. Many problems in hardware design are modeled as a classi-

cal NP-complete constraint-satisfaction problem. For instance, let SAT (U,C) be

a finite set of variables U and a collection C = {c1, c2, ..., cn} of clauses over U .

The SAT problem relies on finding the set of all satisfying assignment (“truth as-

signment”) of C that satisfies all the clauses in U . Adding extra constraints to such

problem directs the solution to identify uniquely the watermarked solution.

The proposed scheme is the dominant approach for hardware IP watermarking

designs, and although we classify it as a static approach yet some of its applications

can be dynamic. Due to the generic nature of the approach, it was applied to dif-

ferent levels of the IP design flow. At the system level, for instance, it was used

to watermark memory graph coloring problems [28], as well as graph partitioning

problems [72] and linear programming problems [46]. At lower design levels, the

approach was used even more heavily with routing [48], placement, and floor plan-

ning [35]. In [55], Qu developed the first public watermarking approach based on

the above technique. His approach depends on implanting two watermarks, a public

one to be seen by everyone, and a private one in case this public one was attacked.

The constraint based technique was also used for fingerprinting by Lach et al.
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[40] and Qu et al. [56]. The first algorithm divides the design into parts and applies

constraints to them. Adding a loose set of different constraints on these parts will

produce different fingerprinted solutions needed. Qu et al. [56] finger printed the

design by dividing the solution into two parts. The first part introduces a set of

independently relaxable constraints before solving the problem. In the second part,

each of these constraints is optimized alone to guarantee many solutions would be

achieved. Caldwell et al. [7] proposed a third fingerprinting approach based on

iterative optimization techniques to generate different solutions for the same SAT

problem.

Evaluating constraint-based techniques is a complicated issue, because of their

different derivatives and applications. We tried to evaluate the main algorithm

giving different points that need to be tackled. The approach does not have any

secret part covered, i.e., it is not compliant with Kerckhoffs’ secrecy rule. Exposing

the well-formed grammar that is used to generate the constraints in any legal dispute,

would weaken other watermarked designs. To solve this, constraint generating tools

that rely only on the key should be built and verified.

The quality of the watermarked design is another problem that might be caused

by the constraints. For instance, some signature constraints might contradict, or at

least degrade the quality of the generated solution. To solve this problem, Qu et

al. [54] proposed the so-called “fair watermarking”. They used the same approach

before, but only embed a part of the signature to keep the quality of the solution. An-

other attempt was done by Wong et al. [70] who proposed three optimization-intense

watermarking techniques based in the constraint based approach to watermark deci-

sion problems. Decision problems are usually hard to watermark, because the result

should be a decision, ’Yes’ or ’No’ for instance, and not like optimization problems,

where we might have many correct solutions. Their watermarking technique tries

to embed only a part of the signature that will still keep the authorship proof, yet

will not change the decision solution using iterations [70]. The main problem faced
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by these approaches, is the need of iterations to watermark the design, which might

affect the overhead needed to add the watermark.

The idea of injecting the watermark in a non-linear problem, by nature, gives

it high strength. The watermark becomes a property of the design more than added

information, which makes it extremely hard to remove or mask. Yet, Le-Van et al.

[39] showed that several constraint-based watermarking schemes can be broken easier

than previously thought. The authors used two different approaches to analyze these

schemes. The first approach was directed against graph coloring schemes [28], they

did not remove the signature but modified it so that another arbitrary signature

could be extracted by resolving the problem with a maximum of two extra colors.

In the other scheme, they attacked the FPGA watermarking proposed by Lach et al.

[41], where they located the embedded signature and then removed it. The authors

did not try to attack this approach at lower levels such as placement [35] or routing

[48]. We believe deleting the watermark at these levels is much harder. The intruder,

in both techniques considered, should possess knowledge of the generated solution,

something that is not usual, as the designs are usually sold at lower design levels, and

regenerating such a solution would be extremely problematic. One of the techniques

that is used to overcome this attack is the so-called “localized watermarking” [38],

where the signature is divided into a number of small watermarks that are randomly

augmented in the design. This gives the watermark an extra strength by both

forcing the intruder to resolve each of the smaller NP-harder problems, as well as

watermarking different design parts in order to keep the design from partitioning.

Finally, the algorithm is missing an efficient tracking technique that would help to

track the watermark at different design levels.

2.3.5 Hierarchical Watermarking

Charbon and Torunoglu [12, 13, 14] introduced a hierarchical watermarking scheme

based on a generic approach that can be used on different design levels. The authors
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proposed the usage of multiple watermarks in different abstraction levels in order

to get a more secure system. The scheme increases watermark robustness as the

intruder needs to delete the watermark in different levels. This hierarchy should

not pose a high overhead on the design cycle, nor on the final watermarked product

area or performance, since the authorship information can be divided into many

levels. Using such a scheme means that the above approaches are complementary.

This means that the designer should add his/her watermark to different levels of

the design, hierarchical watermarking, as well as to different modules of the design

to insure proper security and robustness to the design. Figure 2.4 [12] describes

the concept of hierarchical watermarking. It is clear that inserting a watermark

in each and every design level, from the same or different manufacturers, gives

higher robustness for the watermark, and force the intruder to re-engineer all design

levels to delete such a watermark. The authors introduced an algorithm to add the

watermark in the layout level based on constraint watermarking technique. Yet,

they proposed that the watermark should be introduced in each algorithm starting

form the system level as shown in Figure 2.4.

2.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we have first introduced a set of evaluation criteria and then sur-

veyed the state-of-the-art in IP digital watermarking, discussing major advantages

and disadvantages. IP watermarking schemes still need more development to be

integrated in the design cycle.

Through the above comparison we generated the basic requirements for any

future IP watermarking schemes. They should be robust enough to secure the design,

yet they should not imply a high overhead neither on the design process, nor on the

final watermarked product. We believe that the different orthogonal techniques

should be used both hierarchically [12] to protect the design at different levels, as
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Figure 2.4: Hierarchical Watermarking Concept [12]

well as modularly to protect different parts of the IP design under investigation.

Adding a hierarchy of watermarks through the design cycle can give a more robust

watermark against attacks. Starting form high levels of the design (i.e., system level)

and integrating the watermark through many design levels insures robustness, which

decreases the risks of destroying the watermark. On the other hand, the watermark

should be divided modularly in different modules of the same level. These modules

should be chosen carefully to build a suprachannel in order to increase the watermark

robustness. These watermarks should be easily detectable at lower design levels to

insure proper tracking. Efficient watermarking schemes should also use a public-key

encryption algorithm in the watermarking process, thus allowing third party entities

(such as brokers) to get into the distribution cycle without security hazards. Finally,

IP watermarking developers are missing a strong benchmark like those available,

e.g., for photos. Such benchmark would be a balanced measure for the strength of

different approaches.

In the next chapter, we propose a novel technique for FSM watermarking.
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Using this approach, we present two robust algorithms to insert the watermark in

the system, as well as, an algorithm to extract the embedded watermark. Also, we

present a fragile watermarking technique that makes it possible to detect any changes

presented to the system. Finally, a detection algorithm is proposed to extract such

design changes.
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Chapter 3

Watermarking FSMs Using

Coinciding Transitions

In this chapter, we are presenting in detail the watermarking scheme we propose. We

start by a watermarking framework, which is essential to solve some of the inherited

problems of using the watermarking algorithm. Then, we present our approach

for FSM watermarking using “Coinciding Transitions”. Two algorithms to insert

the watermark in the design and another one to extract it from the IP design are

described.

As discussed earlier, FSM watermarking enables the detection of inserted wa-

termark at lower implementation levels. Our technique is mainly directed to water-

marking soft IPs, at the RTL level or even above, but selling this IP at lower levels

would give the technique higher robustness as the intruder will have to re-engineer

the design before attacking it.

3.1 IP Watermarking Framework

As a passive technique, one of the main challenges of watermarking schemes is

the authenticity of the watermark. This problem is solved by using a secure third
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party, e.g., a watermarking governing body. This governing body is responsible

for generating and distributing time-stamped authenticated signatures, as well as

keeping a record for such signatures for the extraction phase. One of the main

challenges of watermarking schemes is the ability of intruders to embed another

watermark in other levels of the design.

Key

Watermarking Authority

Authorship Proof

Watermark Extraction

Watermark Extraction

Watermarked IP

Authorship Information

Hash Function

Time Stamp          Authentication

Encryptor

Watermark Embedding

Signature

Watermark Insertion

IP Owner

IP Design

Random IP

Database
Design

Figure 3.1: IP Watermarking Framework using a Third Entity

Figure 3.1 introduces the proposed framework that solves the re-embedding

of the watermark, the so called ghost searching problems is also prevented. This

prevents pirates from deleting or changing the watermark, else they will destroy the

design. The proposed watermarking scheme is composed of three main parts: signa-

ture generation, watermark insertion (embedding), and watermark detection (extrac-

tion). The watermark embedding phase is done by the designer, where he/she uses

the authentic signature to embed the watermark using the embedding algorithm

proposed below. In the manufacturing facilities and afterwards, the designer intro-

duces the key needed to detect the watermark, in order to prove the authenticity of

the design.

The signature generation is done by the watermarking authority (third party).
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This will prevent intruders from searching for ghost watermark and consider it as

their watermark (known as ghost attacks). The generated signature should be time-

stamped as well, in order to prevent intruders from re-embedding a new watermark

in the system.

The secure third party will use the ownership information provided by the

IP designer and encrypts it using any public/private-key encryption algorithm after

time-stamping it. The encrypted information is then hashed giving a short digest

to decrease the watermark embedding overhead. This digest is computationally

infeasible to find another message that hashes the same value. Using a constant

number of bits will guarantee a certain strength for the proposed watermark. Also,

it allows the watermarking authority to specify a definite amount of bits that is long

enough to differentiate and keep track of different companies.

In the proposed framework, the owner chooses any arbitrary length message

that will prove his/her ownership and forward it to the secure third party which en-

crypts it using his/her own private key of any encryption algorithm. The encrypted

message is then hashed to shorten it to a certain length using a one-way hash func-

tion, MD5 [58] in our case, to generate a constant length bit sequence (128 bits) as

a proof of ownership.

3.1.1 Basic Definitions

Definition 1. A Mealy-type FSM is defined as an automaton M := (Q, Σ, ∆, δ, λ, q0),

where Q is the finite set of states, Σ is the input alphabet, ∆ is the output alphabet.

δ : Q × Σ → Q is the state transition function. λ : Q × Σ → ∆ is the output

function, and q0 is the initial state.

Definition 2. A Mealy automaton defines a total mapping of finite input

sequences 〈a0, a1, ...., an−1〉, where aiεΣ, to finite output sequence 〈b0, b1, ...., bn−1〉,
where biε∆. qi+1 = δ(qi, ai) and bi := λ(qi, ai) for all transitions pairs (ai, bi), where

0 ≤ i ≤ (n− 1), and n is the total number of transitions in the system.
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If Σ is completely specified for such an automaton, i.e., Σ contains every

input sequence possible. The FSM is called a completely specified FSM (CSFSM).

Otherwise, it is called an incompletely specified FSM (ISFSM), where there exists

some non specified input sequences.

Definition 3. An authorship signature χ is composed of a certain amount of

generated bits to identify the authorship of the design.

Definition 4. µ is the set of added pairs required for watermark, such that µ

is composed of m elements each has the same number of input and output bits as

the basic design. m is calculated by dividing the total number of signature bits (χ)

by the number of outputs bits (|∆|). m is composed of two main parts m1 and m2,

where m1 is the total number of extra added transitions and m2 is the total number

of coinciding transitions.

Definition 5. Given an automaton M , and a set of added pairs µ, the em-

bedding process can be defined as a mapping in the form M × µ → Mwm. Mwm

is defined as the watermarked automaton, such that, Σwm is the new alphabet.

The watermarked input sequence 〈a0
wm, a1

wm, ...., an+m1−1
wm 〉, where ai

wmεΣwm, and

ai
wm = 〈ai, ewm〉, where ewm is the extra added bits due to the watermarking pro-

cess. Finally, we define λwm and ∆wm as the output function and alphabet of the

watermarked design, respectively. And m = (m1,m2), where m is the total number

of transitions added, m1 is the number of extra transitions added, and m2 is the

number of coinciding transitions.

3.2 Watermarking Algorithms

To embed the IP watermark, we present two alternative algorithms. Both algorithms

are based on the coinciding transitions approach, where the watermark insertion

algorithm attempts to coincide a part of the watermark on the STG transitions

to increase the watermark robustness. This is done in a total random way (input
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comparison algorithm), and by searching different outputs of each visited state in

the STG (output mapping algorithm).

3.2.1 Input Comparison Algorithm

This algorithm associates the previously generated signature with totally randomly

generated inputs, then uses these pairs as watermark transition set. Starting from

an arbitrary state, these pairs will be added to the STG as follows (Figure 3.2):

I/P Free?

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Add Extra I/P Bit

No

Yes

START

Still Available?
Extra I/P Bit

No

O/P Coincide?

Add Extra Transition

Finsihed Sign. Bits?

Write Watermarked Design

END

No

Figure 3.2: Random Input Watermark Insertion Algorithm

1. Starting from any randomly chosen state (Sx), the random input ai
w is com-

pared to all inputs of the transitions associated with this state.
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2. If input ai
w is not being used in state Sx, an extra transition is added directly

to the STG and the next state (Sy) will be decided randomly.

3. If input ai
w is already being used in the selected state, the output of such

pair is compared to the output of the transition, to check if it coincides with

the generated signature. The transition will be then considered as part of the

added signature, and the algorithm will advance to the next state that already

exists in STG.

4. In case the inputs are already being used, an extra input bit ei
w is added to

the system to extend the FSM. This input bit will have the same logic value

for already existing transitions. For instance, a logic value ’0’ assigned to all

existing transitions and logic value ’1’ will be used for the watermark transition

added. The next state will be chosen randomly.

5. The algorithm will loop until the embedding of all the signature bits is done.

Figure 3.3 depicts a step-by-step application of the above algorithm on a simple

FSM. The initial, as well as, the final signature sequences are given in the bottom of

the figure. Figure 3.3(a) shows the original design before any signature transitions

are added. Checking state S0, input (11) is available for usage, a new transition

carrying a part of our signature is then added, the next state is decided randomly,

here state S3 (Figure 3.3(b)). The transition pair (10/11) already coincides with

an existing transition. We then advance to the next state, S2, using this transition

(Figure 3.3(c)). In S2, the input (00) is already used, and the output is not coinciding

with the output needed by the signature. Therefore, an extra input bit will be added

for the whole design, changing (0-/10) to (0-0/10), the next state is determined

randomly (Figure 3.3(d)).

The input mapping algorithm does not search the system state of the STG

to insert the watermark. This makes the algorithm faster and has a low overhead
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Figure 3.3: Input Comparison Watermark Insertion: Example

on the design flow. The algorithm is not maximizing the coinciding transitions,

but it is a best-effort algorithm that randomly finds the coinciding transitions. The

performance of this algorithm would decrease as the number of output bits increases,

since the probability that the transitions would coincide decreases. To solve this

problem, the algorithm tries several iterations. Each iteration works with different

number of outputs, and tries to coincide more transitions. Also, the algorithm adds

inputs even if the FSM is non-completely specified, a problem that might cause a

high overhead in some systems.

3.2.2 Output Mapping Algorithm

This watermark insertion algorithm attempts to coincide a larger part of the water-

mark on the STG transitions to increase the watermark robustness. This is done by
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searching different outputs of each visited state in the STG, and comparing it to a

part of the generated signature in order to map this signature on the system outputs.

Starting form any randomly chosen state (Sx), the watermark will be added to the

STG according to the following steps (Figure 3.4):
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Figure 3.4: Output Search Watermarking Algorithm

1. Compare the outputs of the state Sx to the generated signature to check if

they coincide.

2. In case one of the outputs is equal to the watermark bits, this transition will

be considered part of our watermark.

3. If the signature sequence is not equal to any of the outputs, then the inputs of
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Sx will be checked to determine if there is any free input, an input combination

that is not used in this state, that can be used to add an extra transition. The

next state in this case will be chosen randomly, with preference given to states

with free transitions.

4. In case all inputs are already being used, an extra input bit ei
w is added to

the system to extend the FSM. This input bit will have the same logic value

for already existing transitions. For instance, a logic value ’0’ assigned to all

existing transitions and logic value ’1’ for the watermark transition added.

The next state will be chosen randomly.

5. The algorithm will loop until the embedding of all the signature bits is done.

Figure 3.5 illustrates an example for the above algorithm using the signature

given at the bottom of the figure. Starting from state S0 (Figure 3.5(a)), we find

a coinciding output (00) and move to S3. In S3 (Figure 3.5(b)), output 11 exists

but input 00 is free. The next state in this case will be decided randomly and the

algorithm advances to state S2. In S2 (Figure 3.5(c)), output is not coinciding with

(01) and all inputs are being used, hence an extra input bit is added to extend the

whole STG. This bit will be forced to be equal to “0” for existing transitions out

of S2 and “1” for added ones. This extra transition will drive the STG to state S0

randomly as well.

The algorithm does not search the system states of the STG to insert the

watermark, it simply inserts the watermark directly on a randomly chosen state.

This makes it fast and would not cause high overhead on the design flow. It is noted

that the number of coinciding transitions will decrease as the number of outputs

increases. This happens as the probability to find a number of outputs equals

coincide with the watermark decreases as the number of output increases. To solve

this problem, the algorithm tries several iterations. Each iteration works with a

different number of outputs, and tries to coincide more transitions. Afterwards, the
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Figure 3.5: Output Mapping Watermark Insertion: Example

algorithm decides between the generated solutions based on the robustness, as well

as lower design overhead, as discussed in the next section. It is worth noting that

the added transitions uses the whole output bits and not a part of them, to decrease

the overhead to the lowest extent. This will give another security measure to the

system, because the intruder cannot predict the number of transitions added.

Note also that choosing the next state in an absolute random way results in

adding an extra bit for a non-complete FSM in some cases. To solve this problem,

we tried to favor the states with free transitions, in order to give them priority in

the random choosing process. This was done by extracting these states and favor

their usages than others, by multiplying their occurrence probability by a factor,

yet it does not force their use as this might alter the system security.
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3.3 Watermark Extraction Algorithm

The third phase of the watermarking process is tracking the watermarked design.

Intuitively, one would use direct detection approach, by supplying the previously

generated input and checking the generated output signature. Yet, direct detection

is not immune to masking attacks as discussed in detail in the next section. Deleting

one added transition will prevent the watermark from being detected using the direct

detection. Traces of the watermark still exist and it is enough to be considered as an

evidence in front of a court. In such case, rebuilding the whole FSM is the ultimate

solution to extract all the traces left from the watermark, but this is an expensive

and complicated task.

In our approach, coinciding transitions cannot be deleted. This gives the

system extra robustness as the intruder will have to decide between used and unused

transitions. To solve masking attacks, we propose an extraction algorithm making

use of coinciding transitions as marks, to detect if the watermark traces exist. The

extraction algorithm is given as following:

1. During the embedding of the watermark, we save the different sequence paths

that lead to the coinciding transitions.

2. Whenever the direct detection fails, we use the previously saved information

to pin-point and check the availability of coinciding transitions.

3. In case of finding a coinciding transition, we consider this state as a pivot and

search for all the extra added transitions that might exist around this state.

4. We extract all coinciding transitions and check for the non-deleted extra tran-

sitions in the system.

This algorithm will force the attacker to delete all extra added transitions in

the system, a very hard process with a very low probability as measured in the next
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chapter. The algorithm still needs to be optimized in order to decrease the search

time. Other algorithms that can help in extracting the watermark as well, could be

investigated, such as the Genome search proposed in [64].

3.4 IP Fragile Watermarking

The robust watermarking algorithms introduced above protect IP designs form any

copyright violation. Yet, for a complete protection model against piracy, we still

need protection against intentional tampering. Though less sensitive in the case of

hardware design, as the business model is business-to-business controlled. Fragile

watermarking is used in the multimedia domain to detect any intentional tampering

that might occur in the watermarked object. In contrast to the robust watermark,

the fragile watermark has to change and map any small design change to insure the

authenticity of the design.

Using the coinciding transitions approach, we propose a fragile IP watermark-

ing framework for FSMs. The framework utilizes the output mapping technique,

with minor changes, to introduce a hard to delete watermark to the design. Yet,

extremely sensitive to design changes. The framework is mainly divided into an

insertion and an extraction algorithm. The designer uses the insertion algorithm

(Figure 3.6) to watermark the design after all design stages, the generated key, and

watermark (design digest) is provided to the third entity to file in its database. The

customer can always check the authenticity of the design by sending the design code

to the governing body for the watermark to be extracted, and get the results. Also,

the designer uses this digest to ensure that the customer is not making any changes

in the IP without his/her permission. It is worth to be mentioned that fragile wa-

termarking techniques in general cannot operate in public key organizations, and so

is our technique.

Figure 3.6 shows the proposed algorithm. The approach uses hash functions
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like in the multimedia domain to generate a digested design. This latter gets more

accurate when the window we use to divide the design gets smaller, yet, this means

a larger digest (signature) need to be embedded to the design. An output mapping

watermarker is used to embed such digest. The main problem that arises here is

that the whole digest needs to be embedded using coincided transitions, i.e., without

adding any extra transitions. This has to be done as any change of the generated

design will affect the previously generated digest. To overcome such a problem, we

have to embed as little as one bit at a time in each transition if needed to ensure

that every transition will coincide, yet this will compromise the strength of the

added signature. To solve this problem, we modify the output mapping algorithm

to depend on the generated output bit, as well as the position of the embedded bit

in this output. The key generated in this case will be both the input sequence, as

well as a list of the coinciding bits positions in the generated output.//

Figure 3.6: Fragile IP Watermark Insertion

To extract such digest we use the extraction algorithm proposed in Figure

3.7. The framework uses the same hash function that was used before to generate

a similar digest from the design in the same manner. The watermark extractor

uses input sequence and the bit positions to generate the watermark again. The

generated watermark is compared with the extracted watermark from the design to
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ensure if the design is authentic or not. If the generated watermark does not match

fully with the newly digest function, the user will be able to pin-point parts of the

design that were modified or altered.

Figure 3.7: Fragile IP Watermark Extraction

Embedding this signature acts as a carbon paper under the design, because

any altering for the design will result directly in a change in the generated hash

digest. In case the buyer is worried about the authentication of the design, he/she

will report the transition to the owner, and the owner can decide directly if the

design is altered, or not using the proposed extraction technique.

The proposed framework is to the best of our knowledge the first fragile water-

marking technique for hardware designs at all. The framework has a zero overhead

on the watermarked design. The proposed framework though still has two main

drawbacks: first, the fragile watermark key generated can be used in a secret orga-

nization (the key is symmetric). This means that the key cannot be shared with

non-trusted parties, or shared with the buying entities to check the design, but the

design has to be checked by a trusted party. Second, the extraction framework will

detect the watermark in the same abstraction level the watermark was inserted, but

to detect the watermark in lower levels, the design needs to be totaly re-engineered.

This is due to the behavior of the fragile watermark itself that needs the real design
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to ensure that the output of the hash function is the same.

Fragile watermarks got mainly two main measures to ensure their soundness

and sensitivity. First, sensitivity to changes, and this is based on the sensitivity

of the hash function used. Second, the robustness of the embedded watermark, in

the sense that it cannot be deleted totaly from the design or changed to another

watermark without the key recognition. In our case, the fragile technique is based

on the coinciding transitions output mapping algorithm, and the sensitivity of hash

functions.

3.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we presented a robust watermarking framework that solves the

ghost/re-embedding problems inherited by the passive nature of the watermarking

technique. The approach is based on the utilization of coinciding transitions as well

as the unused transitions of the design FSM in order to give higher robustness. The

approach works in a public-key organization, where the detection key can be shared

with non-trusted parties. We have proposed two new insertion algorithms: the input

comparison algorithm, which has a low overhead on the design cycle, yet it has a

higher overhead on the produced design. And the output mapping algorithm, which

introduces higher embedded overhead, and lower overhead on the produced design.

Also, we have introduced an extraction algorithm to extract the robust watermark.

We have also proposed a fragile watermarking framework that protects the

design from intentional altering. The framework depends on the output mapping

algorithm, to insert and extract a fragile watermark in the design.

Currently both approaches work on flat FSMs, which is a practical drawback

for real designs. In Chapter 5, we present other techniques needed to handle hi-

erarchical designs. The proposed techniques depend on the same watermarking

techniques and algorithms presented here.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation and Experimental

Results

In the last chapter, we developed different algorithms needed for IP watermarking.

In Chapter 2, we introduced a general evaluation criteria that can be used to evaluate

watermarking techniques. In this chapter, we will evaluate and perform an attack

analysis to ensure the robustness of our techniques, as well as a soundness proof that

our watermarking scheme does not affect design operation. We classify and describe

the overheads introduced to the system due to the watermarking process. Finally,

we describe the prototype of the watermarking tool, and show different modules

that we used to build the tool. We show how to generate an FSM from an HDL

design and watermark it. Finally, the implemented prototype is tested using the

benchmarks.

4.1 Impact on Design Functionality

In hardware design, designers cannot accept any change in system functionality.

Our watermarking technique should not interfere by any means with the original

operation of the system. To prove the soundness of the watermarking approach
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the watermarked design automaton Mwm has to respect the same behavior of the

original automaton M . The soundness theorem is stated as follows:

Theorem 1: The watermarked design Mwm should behave exactly as the orig-

inal design M for any set of arbitrary inputs, under the condition that the extra

added bits ewm, used for watermarking, are set to the same logical level defined at

the watermarking stage.

Proof Let ã be any arbitrary input sequence composed of m elements, such

that ã = (a0, a1, ...am−1). ãwm is the same input sequence for the watermarked

design, where ãwm = 〈ã, ewm〉, then:

∀ ã ewm. ewm = C → (λ(q0, ã) = λwm(q0
wm, ãwm))

where C is a constant logical value of all extra added bits pre-defined at the time of

inserting the watermark, set to logical ’0’ in our algorithms, and q0
wm is the initial

state of the watermarked design. To prove Theorem 1, under this condition, we need

to prove that, first, the initial state is the same in both designs; second, the output

functions (λ and λwm) will give the same values for any arbitrary input sequence.

The initial state might be changed in the watermarking process, but as long as

the extra bits are set to the pre-defined level, or ’0’ in our case, all the outputs of this

states will be the same for any given inputs. This implies that the two initial states

are equivalent under the condition ewm have the predefined values. This works in

the same manner in the case of the output function, where every transition in the

original design is still available and fully operating in the watermarked one. The

only difference is the extra input bits that is forced to have the value we chose in

order to prevent the state to take undesired transitions for such input. This implies

that the watermarked design will be operating in the same way as the original one

would do, i.e., our watermarking scheme is not causing deterioration to the original

design operation in anyway, nor adding any undesired behavior to the system as

long as the introduced test bits are set to the value chosen in the insertion level.
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4.2 Attacks Analysis

Digital watermarking attacks are categorized in four main classes [16]: unauthorized

removal, unauthorized embedding, unauthorized detection, and system attacks. The

same categorization applies for IP watermarking schemes. System attacks aim at

attacking the concept of watermarking itself, as an example, attacking the crypto-

graphic base of the watermarking, or removing the chip that checks the watermark

physically in case of video for instance. This kind of attacks cannot to be avoided by

the watermarking schemes. Yet, the VISA IP protection group solves this by pro-

tecting the design through different transactions. On the other hand, unauthorized

detection poses a security threat for copyright protection techniques, as it does in

secret communications applications.

4.2.1 Removal Attacks

Coinciding transitions are considered a kind of supraliminal channels, attacking such

transitions or changing any of their values will directly result in destroying the design

under investigation. Removing one coinciding transition will affect the design under

investigation. Using this fact, the probability of watermark deletion is defined as the

“probability that any attack would change or delete the extra added transitions with-

out deleting at least one original transition”. This probability will change depending

on the way of watermark detection, as well as the usage of secret or public organi-

zations of our scheme. This probability will be calculated under the approximation

that all transitions and states have the same probability of occurrence.

In a masking attack, the intruder needs to delete one of the added transitions

to cover the ownership proof. In this case, the owner will not be able to detect

the watermark by dynamic means, i.e., by using the provided input sequence of the

watermark. This would work if the owner did not go to other levels of detection

like building the FSM again, or trying the detection algorithm proposed. We define
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the watermark masking probability (Pm) as the “probability of deleting at least one

extra added transition without deleting any original one”, i.e. deleting one of the m1

extra transitions without deleting any of the originally existing n transitions.

This probability will differ depending on the operation mode. In the symmetric

(secret) operation mode, this probability will be related to the total number of design

transitions (n), because the intruder has to detect the extra transitions out of the

whole design provided. In this case P s
m is equal to:

P s
m =

m1

n + m1

In the above case, the attacker needs to choose one of the m1 transitions from

the new watermarked system Mwm. On the other hand, in the public-key organiza-

tion, the attacker does not need to choose from the n originally available transitions,

because the knowledge of the watermark key will limit the search from the whole

system to only the watermark transitions (both coinciding and added transitions).

This means that masking probability in this case P a
m will be the ”probability to delete

at least one added signature transition without deleting any coinciding ones. This

can be calculated as:

P a
m =

m1

m1 + m2

=
m1

m

Deleting one transition of the added signature transition would mask the dy-

namic tracing techniques, but not deleting the whole watermark. The watermark

traces that exist in the system can be detected using static techniques. This means

that the intruder needs to delete most of the m1 extra transitions without delet-

ing any of the originally existing n transitions to delete the watermark. Thus, the

removal probability of the watermark (Pr) is defined as the “probability that any

attack would change or delete all the extra added transitions without deleting at least

one original transition”. Again this probability depends on the way of operation

(symmetric or asymmetric). In the symmetric mode, the intruder needs to choose
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from n existing transitions, so that P s
r is defined as:

P s
r =

1

Cm1
n+m1

where Cm1
n+m1

is the combination of m1 and n + m1, such that Cm1
n+m1

= (n + m1)×
(n + m1 − 1)× (n + m1 − 2)× .... (n + 1).

In the above case, the attacker needs to choose m1 transitions from the new

watermarked system Mwm. On the other hand, in the public-key organization, the

intruder does not need to choose from the n originally available transitions, but

only from m watermarking transitions. This means that removal probability of the

watermark in the public technique (P a
r ) will be calculated as follows:

P a
r =

1

Cm2
m

In our approach, the main measure of our approach capability to work in an

asymmetric (or public-key) mode is P a
r or P a

m. Depending on such measure, the

system cannot work in the public mode unless these probabilities are smaller than

a certain value defined by the designer. One of the problems facing the intruder

will be the lack of knowledge of this probability, as well as the number of coinciding

transitions that might be there. The more coinciding transitions the system has,

the safer it is to operate in public-mode. It is worth to mention that a second secret

watermark can be added to the system in case the intruder could break the public

one. This will add some extra overhead on the system, but will be rewarded by a

higher level of security.

4.2.2 Embedding Attacks (Forging)

Embedding attacks aim at embedding another watermark in the design. As for

our scheme, we are proposing a third entity (an organization) that is responsible

for granting and authorizing the embedded signature (ownership certificate). This

signature should be time stamped as well. These two measures would directly stop
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the ghost search attack, as the intruder will be forced to extract a 128 pre-defined

bits from the built system, that totaly coincide with his/her signature in order to

claim the ownership of the system. This is directly related to the probability of

finding false positives disused in the next subsection, which is very low. The other

technique to stop embedding attacks is the usage of a third entity, because the

time stamp will stop the intruder from re-embedding his watermark in a previously

licensed system, since the database of the third entity, as well as the time stamp

will show the real owner of the system.

4.3 Detecting False Positives: Probability of Co-

incidence

The Probability of Coincidence, is defined as a main measure of the authenticity

of the watermark, This probability is considered a measure for detecting the wa-

termark in a design by accident in a non-watermarked design (false positives). In

[64], the probability of coincidence (Pu) was defined as the “odds that an unintended

watermark is detected in a design”. It is also considered a measure for the ghost

attacks discussed above. This probability is calculated under the approximation

that all the transitions have the same probability of occurrence as:

Pu =
1

[2|∆|]x − 1
n ≥ 1

where x is the number of extra added transitions (the watermark in [64]) and | ∆ |
is the total number of possible outputs. Using this formula, xmin, the minimum

number of extra transitions needed to satisfy a certain probability of coincidence P̄u

is calculated as:
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xmin =
1

| ∆ | log2 | 1 +
1

P̄u

|

Although, we are only adding m1 extra transitions, we still need a sequence of

length m to detect the watermark in our case.

In case of using MD5 hash function with our approach, we are using a constant

number of bits for the watermarking sequence (128 bits). m is calculated as the

upper limit of the division of the number of added bits by the number of outputs,

i.e., m = d128
|∆| e. We can then calculate the lower bound of the coinciding probability,

the worst achievable case, (P̄u) as:

Pu =
1

[2|∆|]d
128
|∆| e − 1

Hence,

Pu ' P̄u =
1

2128 − 1
= 2.938× 10−39

In a real implementation, padding bits are added to the original 128 bit sig-

nature. We can safely state, that our probability of coincidence is nearly constant

and is larger than the above value for the 128 bits signature used. If the designer

needs a lower value for Pu, he/she can either change the hash function used with

one that provides more bits, or he/she can re-watermark the design using the same

technique again with a second signature.

4.4 Capacity: Area, Delay and Power Overhead

Our watermark approach depends on embedded signatures generated from hash

functions. In our particular case, the number of bits added by using MD5 hash

function is equal to 128 bits, this amount can be increased at the expense of the

number of input bits added, as well as the area and extra logic added to the system.

Mapping more coinciding transitions directly means that we will have less overhead
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than the extra added ones, and that our system capacity is used more wisely. Over-

head is mainly divided into three different classes, area overhead, delay overhead,

and power overhead. These three measures give a clear measure for the synthesized

system before and after the watermarking process. We have measured the percent-

age of increase in the synthesized benchmark before and after the watermarking

approach, and these results are shown and discussed in the experimental results.

4.5 Experimental Results

To validate and test the performance of the watermarking algorithms, we have im-

plemented a prototype tool (Appemdix A) in C++ under Unix environment. Both

watermarking algorithm were applied on the IWLS93 [45] benchmark set using the

FSMs generated by the available SIS tool for evaluation purposes. The benchmark

generates one FSM for each design. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 describe the results ob-

tained on a Sun Sparc Ultra 5 machine with a 256 MHz Processor and 512 MB of

memory. All circuits were synthesized using Synopsys Design Analyzer using Cmo-

sis .5 technology as a target technology. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show for each design,

the number of inputs/outputs, and transitions/states. The total number of added

transitions (m), coinciding transition (m1), extra added transitions (m2), and extra

inputs needed to add the watermark (ew) are also shown. C/NC in the tables define

if the design under investigation is completely specified (C), so at least one input

is needed, or not (NC). (N) represents the number of iterations needed, and (t) is

the time needed to insert the watermark in each design is given in ms. The time for

inserting the watermark is extremely short, hardly exceeded 8 seconds in the case

of SFC, for example, with 54 iterations involved (Table 4.1), which gives a good

indication about the low overhead the algorithm can introduce in the design cycle.

To evaluate the performance of the output mapping algorithm, Table 4.1 pro-

vides the removal probabilities (P s
r and P a

r ) discussed earlier (for the output mapping
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case), as well as the area, power, and delay overhead compared to the synthesized

original circuit. The experimental results demonstrate that our approach has a very

low effect on delay and power, especially when the design tend to get larger. On

the other hand, the area overhead is high for small designs, then decreases as the

designs get larger. This is due to the large signature size compared to the original

circuit. As for the robustness of the system, the algorithm failed to watermark some

designs efficiently, either it could not coincide transitions, such as for S1488, where

the watermarking cannot operate in public-mode. This can be solved by changing

the signature generated or re-watermark the design, but this will result in a higher

design overhead.

As for the the input mapping algorithm, Table 4.2 provides the same measures

discussed before. The experimental results demonstrate that the algorithm has a

smaller embedding time compared to the previous algorithm. This is mainly due

to the fact that the algorithm does not search the inputs, yet it tries to add the

watermark randomly. This results in adding more than one extra input in some

cases, such as TBK and SCF. This directly affects the area and power overhead of

the watermarked design and the overhead is not predictable even when designs get

larger. On the other hand, the the removal probabilities (P s
r and P a

r ) are compa-

rable for both designs, but due to the fact of the extra randomness in the input

mapping algorithm, as well as the decreasing number of coinciding transitions, the

input mapping algorithm performs better when comparing the symmetric removal

property (P s
r ), such as in the case of TBK.

We compared our approach to the algorithm based on unused transitions ap-

proach proposed in [64]. The authors, however, used the probability of coincidence

as the only measure for robustness, which only covered the false-positives case. We

had used the values generated by the authors in [64] to calculate both the masking

probability (P u
m) and the removal probability (P u

r ) for the IWLS93 [45] benchmark
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Table 4.1: IWLS93 Benchmark Results (Output Mapping Algorithm)

Circuit ]I[O] ]T[S] C/NC m m1 m2 ew N t P s
r P a

r Area% Power% Delay%

MC 3[5] 10[4] C 33 17 16 2 3 455 3.770e-12 8.570e-10 323 28.6 2.4

LION 2[1] 11[4] C 128 116 12 1 1 35 1.500e-17 4.214e-17 240 17.307 0

DK27 1[2] 14[7] C 64 48 16 2 1 85 5.814e-17 2.046e-15 153.2 19 3.6

EX4 6[9] 21[14] NC 26 13 13 0 6 416 E7.1084e-12 9.614e-8 29.3 23.4 5.8

OPUS 5[6] 22[10] NC 22 9 13 0 4 149 1.926e-11 2.010e-6 34.9 13.2 6.3

DK15 3[5] 32[4] C 34 21 13 1 3 146 4.890e-14 1.077e-9 92.8 17.2 1.8

S27 4[1] 34[6] C 128 125 3 1 1 133 1.4377e-6 2.929e-6 36.2 3.7 0

SSE 7[7] 56[16] C 19 6 13 1 5 214 1.268e-24 5.918e-15 29.2 14.2 2

S510 19[7] 77[47] NC 22 8 14 1 4 286 2.631e-17 3.127e-6 34.2 8.9 3.2

S1 8[6] 107[20] C 28 13 15 1 4 485 3.251e-20 2.671e-8 31.7 14.8 3.4

PLANET 7[19] 115[48] C 9 4 5 1 17 829 4.441e-9 0.0079 36.2 12.4 0.9

EX1 9[19] 138[20] NC 8 3 5 1 17 1001 1.938e-9 0.0178 17.391 14.516 3.5

STYR 9[10] 166[30] C 15 7 8 1 8 566 4.094e-14 1.554e-4 13.4 15.4 1.8

SCF 27[56] 166[121] NC 3 0 3 0 51 8021 1.265e-6 1 3.5 9.8 1.4

KIRKMAN 12[6] 370[16] NC 22 11 11 0 10 201 1.369e-21 1.417e-6 2.1 1.6 0.5

S298 3[6] 1096[218] C 22 3 19 1 4 154 1.436e-41 6.493e-4 5.4 5.8 0.7

TBK 6[3] 1569[32] C 43 18 25 1 1 144 1.223e-55 1.643e-12 1.7 3.2 0.2

set shown in Table 4.3. Considering all transitions have equal occurrence probabil-

ities, the masking probability (P u
m) can be calculated as the “probability that any

attack would delete at least one transition in order to cover the watermark with-

out affecting any of the original design transitions”. Hence, P u
m was calculated as

follows:

P u
m =

nmin

n + nmin

Furthermore, the removal probability (P u
r ) is calculated as the “probability that any
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Table 4.2: IWLS93 Benchmark Results (Input Comparison Algorithm)

Circuit ]I[O] ]T[S] C/NC m m1 m2 ew t P s
r P a

r Area% Power% Delay%

S27 4[1] 6[34] C 128 19 109 1 34ms 8.4e-15 4.5e-23 212.5 93.2 24

BBARA 4[2] 10[60] C 65 20 45 2 15ms 2.8e-19 5.8e-9 353 74.4 92.2

STYR 9[10] 30[166] C 13 12 1 2 15ms 6.9e-19 7.6e-2 49 14.5 12.8

BBSSE 7[7] 16[56] C 19 17 2 2 9ms 5.6e-17 5.8e-3 97 36.8 32.2

CSE 7[7] 16[91] C 19 17 2 2 10ms 3.6e-20 5.8e-3 86.5 21.5 11.4

SSE 7[7] 16[56] C 19 17 2 2 10ms 5.6e-17 5.8e-3 - - -

SCF 27[56] 121[166] C 3 3 0 1 54ms 1.2e-6 1 19.5 16.2 38.4

S420 19[2] 18[137] C 65 43 22 2 33ms 1.5e-42 8.2e-18 115 51.9 56.5

TBK 6[3] 32[1569] C 43 37 6 2 51ms 5.1e-76 1.6e-7 58.3 13.5 38.1

attack would delete all added watermark transitions without affecting any of the

original design transitions”. Hence, P u
r can be calculated as follows:

P u
r =

1

Cnmin
n+nmin

where Cnmin
n+nmin

is the combination of nmin and n + nmin.

The measures provided in Tables shows how vulnerable the algorithm is for

masking attacks. Masking attacks do not delete the whole watermark, yet they cover

the authorship information, which means that the direct detection method proposed

by the authors is not reliable enough, and exhaustive search or the Genome search

[64] will be the main watermark extraction method. Besides, the removal probability

(P s
r ), although higher, is not high enough in some cases to consider the system totaly

secure, such as the case of SCF (Table 4.3). On the other hand, the overhead starts

high as expected with small designs, yet it becomes negligible when designs get

larger. The only problem in this is that the authors did not rely on a fixed length

signature, which would raise questions about the amount of information embedded
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Table 4.3: IWLS93 Benchmark Results using Unused Transitions Algorithm

Circuit ]I[O] ]T[S] (I/O)wm nmin Pu P u
m P u

r Area%

S27 4[1] 34[6] 1/3 9 1.4e-11 0.2 1.4e-9 143

BBARA 4[2] 60[10] 1/1 10 9.3e-10 0.14 2.2e-12 74

DK14 3[5] 56[7] 1/0 7 2.9e-11 .095 1.8e-9 24

EX1 9[19] 138[20] 0/0 4 1.3e-23 0.028 6.7e-8 3.2

EX1 9[19] 138[20] 0/0 2 3.6e-12 0.014 1.02e-4 0.6

STYR 9[10] 166[30] 1/0 4 9.1e-13 0.023 2.9e-8 22

SCF 27[56] 166[121] 0/0 2 1.9e-34 0.011 7.1e-5 0.2

especially in the large designs, for instance embedding only 40 bits in STYR (Table

4.3).

It is worth mentioning that for all designs, the probability of coincidence Pu

is nearly constant and less than 2× 10−39. The output mapping algorithm increases

the probabilities for both cases, with contrast to the input comparison algorithm

where Pc depends only on coincidence. One more point worth to be mentioned is

that increasing the coinciding transitions (m2) will directly increase the robustness

of the system in the public-key case, yet it lowers the robustness of the system in

the secret-key mode. It is clear that the overhead decreases in this case as we tend

to increase the number of coinciding transitions, but the overhead is more than

expected for such designs. In fact, both algorithms tend to add new inputs even if

it is not extremely needed. Also, the amount of coinciding transitions decreases fast

with increasing the number of outputs. We believe these are the main reasons that

add a high overhead on the synthesized design.

Table 4.4 shows the results generated for the fragile algorithm using the same

measures discussed before. In this case, we used the MD5 hash function to generate

the fragile signature of each design. We did not divide the design into windows, but
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Table 4.4: IWLS93 Benchmark Results (Fragile Watermarking Algorithm)

Circuit ]I[O] ]T[S] C/NC N t

MC 3[5] 10[4] C 1 234

LION 2[1] 11[4] C 1 152

DK27 1[2] 14[7] C 3 234

EX4 6[9] 21[14] NC 1 346

OPUS 5[6] 22[10] NC 4 545

DK15 3[5] 32[4] C 1 138

S27 4[1] 34[6] C 2 127

SSE 7[7] 56[16] C 2 231

BBARA 4[2] 60[10] C 1 346

S510 19[7] 77[47] NC 1 282

S1 8[6] 107[20] C 1 326

PLANET 7[19] 115[48] C 1 248

EX1 9[19] 138[20] NC 20 8255(F)

STYR 9[10] 166[30] C 2 363

SCF 27[56] 166[121] NC 3 1065

KIRKMAN 12[6] 370[16] NC 2 354

S298 3[6] 1096[218] C 1 239

TBK 6[3] 1569[32] C 1 284

we hashed the whole design to generate one single global fragile signature. The table

shows that we could insert the fragile watermark in all designs with zero overhead,

and in a very low time, except in the case of EX1 because most of its outputs are

zeros which made it hard to insert the signature.
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Chapter 5

Watermarking Modular HDL

Designs

In the previous chapters, we have introduced and developed different techniques

to watermark FSMs. Only flat FSM are however considered, i.e., the IP design

has to be flattened into a single large FSM, which is a non-negligible drawback.

In this chapter, we address watermarking of hierarchical and modular designs. It

should be noticed that the word hierarchical design here is used in the sense of using

different design components yet still sticking to the same RT level like the previous

section. Next, we propose an algorithm for hierarchical FSM (HFSM) watermarking.

We then present techniques developed for both modular and communicating FSMs

watermarking, as well as concurrent designs and models. In this chapter, we are

not introducing new watermarking algorithms, but we developed techniques that

integrate the previous algorithms in the design path with minimal overhead to the

design cycle.
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5.1 Problem Description

A very common style of hardware architecture design is the datapath controller

model [71] (Figure 5.1). The design is treated as two separate pathes, where the

data section includes loadable registers, arithmetic and logic functions. On the other

hand, the control modules include any random logic and state machines needed to

control the datapath. Usually, as the design gets larger, we tend to divide both

data and control pathes into many modules, these modules are communicating to

transfer status and data. The control module contains different communicating state

machines as shown in Figure 5.1.

Controller Controller

Registers Data Path Registers Data Path

control controlresults results

status statusmode

data output

data

Figure 5.1: Datapath Controller Architecture

The distinction between data and control is useful when it comes to machine

execution. Yet, such methodology introduces many challenges for any watermarking

technique as described next.

• Module Embedding and Hierarchy: As discussed earlier, hardware de-

signs are composed of many communicating modules. Moreover, these mod-

ules are hierarchical in nature, i.e., each module embeds one or more modules

inside and with different levels of abstraction, such as module H in Figure

5.2. These modules have different depths and different complexities in the

same design. Finally, not every module can be watermarked by our technique.

Our algorithms target the FSM parts of the design, but the design contains
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a datapath as well as the control path, which is usually the control path is

the path that have FSMs and can be watermarked by our technique. In more

formal words, Hierarchy [42] is defined as the “interaction between a module

and the refining components in that module”.

• Design Parallelism: The exponential increase of the number of transistors

enabled a similar increase in design functionality and added options. This

results in high parallel designs (such as the X,Y,and Z pathes shown in Figure

5.2). Although these pathes are highly parallel, they still communicate and

have feedback loops with different interaction behaviors discussed below.

• Concurrency and Interaction: Different modules communicate and inter-

act using different concurrency models discussed before, for instance modules

B and C in Figure 5.2. Each treats the FSM and its reaction in a different

way. Concurrency was investigated and defined in many different ways. In

this work, we define Concurrency [42] as the “interaction between multiple

simultaneous components and modules”. This definition is the one introduced

in [24] by Girault et al.. In [42], the authors showed how to embed hierarchi-

cal FSMs into different concurrency models, including dataflow (DF), discrete

events (DE), and the synchronous/reactive (SR) models discussed below.

• Module Visibility: Finally, another challenge that will face the watermark-

ing process is module visibility. Some design modules, such as B and E in

Figure 5.2, will not be visible from outside. Extracting the watermark from

such modules will be very complicated, and will need re-engineering in many

cases. This challenge cannot be solved by any watermarking technique, except

if we depend on design for testability (DFT) concepts, which ensure that most

of the design main modules can be visible to test procedures.
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Y

Z

A C

D E F

G H

Figure 5.2: Generic Hardware Design

5.2 IP Watermarking Framework

The first problem that will face the watermarking technique proposed in this thesis

is to divide the design into datapath and control path. This cannot be done auto-

matically in most cases. A first solution would be to flattened the whole design into

one large FSM and watermark it. Yet, this solution cannot always be realized in real

life. First, because the IP designs are very big and this will result in state-space-

explosion and a failure to generate the full FSM needed. Second, the watermarking

process is a complementary process, which should not result in modifications of the
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original design, and flattening the design will result in lowering the design compet-

itiveness, business wise, especially if the design will be sold at the same level of the

watermarking. Besides, the modular design cannot be re-generated from the flat

FSM, which will make the design harder to manage, and simulate.

As proposed in the previous chapter, we have two types of embedded water-

marks, either we are trying to embed a robust watermark, for copyright protection

reasons, or a fragile one, for protection against tampering.

Fragile watermark is easier to embed, because we need to divide the design into

modules or parts as we discussed in Chapter 3. Besides, embedding such watermark

does not affect the design nature. Finally, the fragile watermark is detectable only at

the same design level, so we do not need to take care of any visibility problems that

might arise because we already have the whole design. Embedding fragile watermark

is quite simple. The designer will have to decide first, if he/she prefers to insert a

global watermark or just a local one. The global watermark is fragile watermark for

the whole system. So, the designer, will insert the watermark into different modules

of the design after hashing it. This global watermark will ensure the whole design

integrity but will not ensure each block’s integrity. This is because we will have to

hash larger blocks, which will decrease the sensitivity of the watermark to point to

the exact modified part in the block. We can hash and watermark each block alone

as well in a local process, treating the FSMs exactly as the non-communicating ones

discussed earlier.

On the other hand, robust watermarking is a more complicated process. After

dividing the design into control path, and data path. We assign the control part

of the design to the watermarking process. Then, we specify parallel pathes of

the design, like the paths X, Y, and Z shown in Figure 5.2. We also identify the

communicating and non-communicating pathes, as this affects the watermarking

process afterwards. Finally, we extract all visible modules from the design, or the

modules we can directly detect and compare their outputs.
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We convert all communicating pathes to non-communicating pathes. This can

be done by relying on parts of the modules output, and ignoring the communicating

ones. A constant value is assigned for each of these pathes in the case of watermark

extraction. This will result into separate design pathes.

Different paths of the design is watermarked after dividing the watermark

sequence on different paths, as well as, different modules in the path. If the design

has enough visible modules, we concentrate on watermarking these parts only. In

this favorable case, the watermark will be detectable at all lower design levels. Yet,

if the design does not have enough visible modules, we will watermark internal

modules as well, using the algorithm shown below. Dividing the watermark among

the paths and per module is done through iterations to ensure the highest robustness

and the lowest overhead possible.

5.3 Multiple Module Watermarking

Hardware designs are often designed in a hierarchal way (Figure 5.3 [24]), where

the main system design is defined in one large block (block A in the figure) that is

defined in terms of sub-blocks described by smaller blocks, and so on, until we reach

the complete description of the system. FSMs are nested inside other modules, and

moreover, each FSM state can be described as a set of modules, which makes it

harder to flatten and describe.

5.3.1 Interactive Module Watermarking

In this section, we propose a technique for watermarking multiple modules designs.

Figure 5.4 shows a typical path of any of the parallel pathes of the FSMs. We have

simplified this model, by not considering backward communications in the design.

The case of backward communication is considered in the following section, as it is

linked to concurrency models. Inside each of the modules in Figure 5.4 is either, a
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Figure 5.3: Hierarchical Nesting of FSMs with Concurrency Models [24]

simple direct FSM, or one level deep HFSM.

Figure 5.4 shows an example of such modular watermarking process. The

design is composed of four modules. As shown in Figure 5.4, the outputs of module

D can be accessed directly. These outputs are needed to extract the whole design

in lower levels. But, watermarking only module D alters the design security in most

cases, because changing one design module will cover the whole watermark. We can

rely on watermarking the last module in each path, if we have enough pathes to

ensure the level of security needed, else we will have to divide the watermark on the

whole control path to ensure higher robustness. The best solution for this problem

is to add two watermarks, the first using only the last module in each path, an it
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will be easy to extract in case of direct extraction, and the second divided among

the whole design in the case the first watermark is tampered or masked.

We use both algorithms proposed in Chapter 3 to watermark the whole design

path. Yet, instead of generating random inputs for the whole design, we will use

the outputs of each module (a part of the signature) as the input of the next stage.

This can be done as follows:

1. In Figure 5.4, we use the output mapping algorithm to insert the first part of

the signature in module A.

2. Using the input comparison algorithm , we embed the signature generated

from module A, as an input signature used in module B. This forces module

B to generate another part of the intended design needed.

3. We use the above process until we watermark all modules under investigation.

On the other hand, this is only a part of the signature, as other parts will be

embedded on similar pathes in a similar manner. Combining the output of each

module with the input of the next module will result in minimizing the added tran-

sitions. This is essential as the input comparison algorithm tends to add extra

overhead of the design. Another advantage of this process is extracting the wa-

termark in a smaller number of input sequence. As this sequence generates the

watermark embedded in the whole path.

In the example of Figure 5.4, we start by using the output mapping algorithm

to watermark the first design module A. The (11) output will be embedded in the

module A and generate the (101) input sequence. The output of module A will

be considered as the input of the watermark used in module B. This means that

module B will be watermarked using the (11/010) transition that coincides in this

case using the input comparison algorithm. We will do the same for modules C and

D where we insert (010/11) and (11/00), respectively.
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Signature Added = [11 010 111 0]

001/11

111/00

S9 S10

000/001 001/011

101/010

111/000

010/111

S8

S7

S6

S5

B DCA

S2

S1 001/11

101/10

000/01

S0

S4S3

11/010

01/11

01/10

Figure 5.4: Modular Watermarking Example

The above algorithm watermarks forward pathes, for a backward path (feed-

back reaction), extra modifications need to be made as discussed in the next section.

5.4 Concurrent Module Watermarking

In our work, we depend on *charts (pronounced “starcharts’;) introduced in [24] by

Girault et al. *charts decouples the concurrency model from the hierarchical FSM

semantics. In the next subsections, we will describe the main *chart concurrency

models and their usages in the hardware design process.

Figure 5.5 shows a simple situation of embedding communicating FSMs into

different concurrency models. These models can be either dataflow (DF), discrete

events (DE), or synchronous/reactive (SR). In the next subsections, we will describe

these models then show ways embed the watermark in each of these models.
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Figure 5.5: Concurrency Model of Two Embedded FSMs [43]

Lee et al. [43] described problems that might arise due to the usage zero-path

delay in the above concurrency models. Due to such problem, Lee proposed not

to use zero-path delay loops whenever we got a feedback between two concurrent

blocks. Depending on such assumption, we utilize the added one clock delayed

inputs to provide the inputs of the watermark. For instance, in the case of Figure

5.5, we will start by watermarking module A, this is done by embedding a part of

the whole watermark using the same algorithm used for regular FSM. The generated

input sequence by this process is divided into two parts: the first part is directly

provided to the module as input a and the second is feed from the next stage u .

Input u will be considered as part of the generated watermark of the next stage, this

means that we consider the generated watermark output for module B composed of

u and y. This will be done exactly with module A again with outputs x and v until

the whole signature is embedded. The above technique will be discussed in more

details in the example provided in the end of the section.
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5.4.1 Watermarking Synchronous/Reactive Models

An SR system [43] is a set of blocks instantaneously communicating through un-

buffered directed arcs. The execution of the system occurs at a sequence of discrete

instants. To ensure that the system is deterministic, i.e., always finding the same

behavior given the same inputs, a partial order relation is imposed on the arc values

that is augmented with a bottom value. Most familiar functions are strict functions

that are always monotonic. However, a directed loop of all strict functions always

causes causality problem.

SR is synchronous in the same sense as synchronous digital circuits. Time

delays in computations become irrelevant, so a useful conceptual gimmick is to

assume that computations take zero time. SR has a major advantage over DE in

that an SR model can be compiled into either sequential code or parallel circuits.

DE, in contrast, is difficult to implement efficiently in sequential code, although it is

used routinely to specify circuits, which are intrinsically parallel (e.g., using VHDL

and Verilog languages) [24]. The execution of an SR system occurs at a sequence of

global, discrete, instants called ticks (as in ticks of a clock) [24]. At each tick, each

signal either has no event (is absent) or has an event (is present, possibly with a

value).

Considering at a tick the inputs to the FSM are known, then the FSM can

react to them and possibly assert output events. Any output events that are not

asserted would then be known to be absent. However, there are two difficulties

with SR [24]: first, the current state of the FSM may refine to an SR or non-SR

subsystem. Second, the inputs may not be completely known. In particular, if the

SR system includes a directed loop, then the inputs cannot be known at the start

of the tick for all the modules in the loop.

We have limited these systems so that we do not face the main problems faced

by SR models. First, we allow only FSM, and one level deep HFSMs to be embedded

inside an SR block. This is done to ensure that the FSM will generate an output
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every single clock tick. Second, the watermarking tool only accepts SD models which

its inputs are completely known, at the time of execution, as of course we cannot

predict the missing inputs.

SR [43] is well-suited to resource management and control logic, but over-

specifies numerical computational systems by imposing synchrony.

5.4.2 Watermarking Discrete Events Models

The DE model [43] carries a notion of global time that is known simultaneously

throughout the system. An event occurs at a point in time. In a simulation of such

a system, each event needs to carry a time stamp that indicates the time at which

the event occurs. The DE simulator needs to maintain a global event queue that

sorts the events by their time stamps. It defines the current time of the system to

be the smallest time stamp in the event queue.

An FSM embedded inside a DE block performs one reaction when the DE

block fires. Lee [43] chose to consider the FSM to appear as a zero delay block in

the DE, i.e., the event passed to a DE system in a reaction of the FSM is assigned

the same time stamp as the input event that triggers that reaction.

DE is well-suited to modelling hardware systems, but poorly suited to more

abstract specifications because of its physical notion of time.

5.4.3 Watermarking Synchronous Dataflow Models

The Synchronous Dataflow (SDF) system is usually composed of a set of blocks

interconnected directly [42]. Each block represents computational functions that

map input data into output data when they are executed. The links represent

streams of data tokens, and can be implemented as first-in-first-out queues. The

block consumes a fixed number of tokens from each input and produces a fixed

number of tokens on each output.
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When an FSM describes a block of an SDF graph, it must externally obey

SDF semantics. An SDF systems is based on queues where each block produces and

consumes a fixed number of tokens from each input and output. The execution of the

SDF block is related to one reaction of the embedded FSM, hence we will consider

all the tokens as one input of the FSM. In this case, the FSM will be watermarked

exactly like any multiple module path discussed above, where each single block will

use the tokens provided to generate one of the watermark outputs. These outputs

are then consumed with the next module to generate the next watermark outputs

as discussed above.

In the case of DF, deadlock might occur in Figure 5.5 in the case that each

module is waiting for a token from the other module, i.e. A waiting or u, and B

waiting for v. According to [44], this can be avoided by adding one unit delay (an

initial token) in the loop, allowing one FSM to fire first. This will add a notation of

delayed semantics to the design, yet it will solve the deadlock problem.

DF is well suited to numerical computation [42], such as signal processing, but

poorly suited to resource management and control logic.

5.4.4 Multiple Module Watermarking: Example

The Reflex Game [4] is a commonly used example for control-intensive designs. In

this example, we use a sub-block of the game because this block contains direct

feedback loop between two modules. The reflex game is a two-player game (Fig-

ure 5.6), the inputs to our system are ready, go, stop and time, and the outputs

are yellowli, greenli, exit, and error used to control a user interface. Normal play

proceeds as follows: 1) When player 1 is ready, he presses ready, and the status

light turns yellow. 2) Player 2 presses go, the status light turns green and player 1

presses stop as fast as he can. 3) The game ends and the end light is generated. 4)

The game measures the reflexes of player 1 by reporting the time between greenli

and end in later stages. There are some situations where errors might occur, and
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an error signal is generated. These are as follows. a) Player 1 presses stop before

or at the same instant that player 2 presses go. b) After player 2 presses go, player

1 does not press stop within time units. One additional rule is that if player 2 does

not press go within time units after player 1 presses ready.

The system originally is built of 4 levels, we are using level 3 which is an SR

model consisting of the two players. These are interconnected with a zero-delay

feedback loop, so we exploit the semantics of SR. At level 4, the two players are

refined into concurrent FSMs. Player 1 starts in the idle state, and when ready is

asserted, emits a start event and transitions to the wait go state. This causes player

2 to transition to the wait state and emit a yellowli event. In several states, we

need to count ticks from the clock to watch for time outs. This counting is a simple

arithmetic computation that can be performed using the DF graph shown at level

(5) and we consider such a level to be with zero-delay as well, so it will not affect

our technique.

Watermarking such design is faced with the direct feedback loop as shown in

Figure 5.6. Starting form any random state (state (wait go) in our case), we add a

new transition to the design. This transition uses inputs ready and stop to add the

(111) signature on the error, exit, and greenli. This input generates the start signal

as well to start watermarking the other Player 2 module. In the Player 2 module,

yellowli is generated, coinciding with the already available transition, we will add

the !end (not end) output signal as well to this transition. Using the !end
∧

!ready
∧

stop inputs in the Idle state adds the second part of the signature using the same

technique as before. This adds the (101) part to the design, and will generate the

start signal that will be used in the Player 2 module. The Player 2 uses the start

and go signals to add one more transition that embeds the (0) to the design on the

yellowli and end to Player 1. Finally, the last (1) is embedded on the last added

transition after padding it with two zeros.???
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Figure 5.6: Watermarked Reflex Game Example

5.5 Watermarking HFSM Models

5.5.1 Finite State Machines Extension

For truly finite state systems, the environment must be finite state as well (e.g., it

could be defined as another finite state machine). If this requirement is dropped,

we obtain the well-known Turing Machine model [27]. Most practical systems have

a very large number of states and transitions which is considered a major weakness

for the basic FSM. Representation and analysis become difficult. Harel introduced

that Statecharts model [26] as the first technique for hierarchal description of FSMs

(HFSMs), or what is refereed to by hierarchical concurrent FSMs (HCFSMs). Since

then a large number of models and variations have been introduced by many people,
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Von Der Beeck [66] describes and compared between these models.

Girault et al. [24] focused on deterministic and reactive FSMs. An FSM is

deterministic [42] if from any state there exists at most one triggered transition for

the input events. An FSM is reactive [42] if from any state there exists at least one

triggered transition for the input events. Mainly these models are used by Ptolemy

[5], a software environment that supports heterogeneous system design by allowing

diverse models of computation to coexist and interact. Girault focused in both

embedding FSMs into these concurrency models, as well as embedding these models

in HFSMs.

State3

State1Idle

a ^ ! b /v

!a ^ b/y

State2

a /v

b/v

Figure 5.7: An Example of an HFSM

In an HFSM, a state may be further refined into another FSM. Figure 5.7

shows an example of an HFSM machine. The inside FSM is usually called the slave

and the outside FSM the master. If the state can be refined, it is called hierarchical

state like state State1 in Figure 5.7, else it is called an atomic state (Idle in the

case of Figure 5.7). The input alphabet for the slave FSM is defined to be a subset of

the input alphabet of its master FSM, a, and b in Figure 5.7. Similarly, the output

signals from the slave FSM are a subset of the output signals from its master. Also,

the slave FSMs react relative to the reaction of their master FSM. Girault et al.

[24] defines one reaction of the hierarchical FSM as follows: if the current state is

not refined, the hierarchical FSM behaves just like a basic FSM. If the current state

is refined, then first the corresponding slave FSM reacts and then the master FSM
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reacts. Thus, two transitions are triggered, so two actions are taken. These two

actions must be somehow merged into one.

Hierarchy adds nothing to the model of computation. Nor does it reduce the

number of states, but it can significantly reduce the number of transitions and make

the FSM more intuitive and easy to understand, helping the designer to solve the

state-space-explosion problem he/she might face.

5.5.2 HFSM Watermarking

The input alphabet for the slave FSM is defined to be a subset of the input alphabet

of its master FSM. The output signals from the slave FSM are a subset of the output

signals from its master. Also, the slave FSMs react relative to the reaction of its

master FSM.

The slave FSM usually has one entry point, and one or more exit points. We

propose to watermark such designs using the following algorithm (Figure 5.8)

1. Starting from any randomly chosen state Sx, check if this state is atomic or

hierarchical.

2. In case of atomic state, compare the outputs of the state Sx to the generated

signature to check if they coincide.

3. In case one of the outputs is equal to the watermark bits, this transition will

be considered part of our watermark. The next state will be decided according

to the transition used.

4. If the signature sequence is not equal to any of the outputs, then the inputs of

Sx will be checked to determine if there is any free input that can be used to

add an extra transition. The next state in this case will be chosen randomly,

with preference given to states with free transitions.
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5. If state Sy is a hierarchical state, the entry point of the slave FSM is considered

the newly reached state.

6. Compare the outputs of the state Sy to the generated signature to check if

they coincide.

7. In case one of the outputs is equal to the watermark bits, this transition will

be considered part of our watermark. The next state will be decided according

to the transition used. In this case, the newly reached state is either an exit

point or, just another state in the slave FSM.

8. If the reached state is not an exit point of the slave HFSM, the master state

will be forced to stay in the same state by using the self loop transition. Only

a part of the output, the slave part, will be considered part of our watermark.

9. If the reached state is an exit point of the slave HFSM, the master state will

be considered an atomic state. Sy outputs will be compared to the watermark

outputs exists, and either a coinciding or an added state will be used according

to the algorithm.

10. The algorithm will loop until the embedding of all the signature bits is done.

5.5.3 Watermarking HFSM: Example

Figure 5.9 illustrates an example for the above algorithm using the signature given

at the bottom of the figure. Starting from an atomic state S0 (Figure 5.9(a)), we

find a coinciding output (0010) and move to S2. S2 is a hierarchical state, so we will

use the entry point of such FSM (ent) as our new state. In Figure 5.9(b), output

(11) does not exist but input (00) is free. The next state in this case will be decided

randomly and the algorithm advances to state s2. State s2 is not an exit point for

the slave FSM, so S3 will be forced to use the inputs (10) as the self loop input, and

state s2 will still be considered our reached state. Only the first part of the output
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Figure 5.8: Watermarking HFSM Algorithm

is considered a part of our watermark in this case. In s2 (Figure 5.9(c)), the output

coincides with (01), hence the next reached state is s1, which is an exit state. The

output (11) is found not to coincide with any of the outputs of state S3, but the

input (10) can be used to embed such output, and it will drive us randomly to state

S1 as shown in Figure 5.9(d). This will generate a fully watermarked design using

the input sequence shown below.
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5.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we extended the previously proposed watermarking framework to

embed the watermark in modular designs. We started by showing the distinction

between data and control parts of the design, and discussed the problems that would

arise from trying to watermark any modular design.

We presented changes needed in the fragile watermarking approach, and how

a modular design can be watermarked in the case of fragile watermarking. On the

other hand for robust watermarking, more problems arose. We have divided these

problems to visibility, parallelism and concurrency. Parallelism is not a big problem

as it gives higher visibility of the design, and so helps to watermark the design

more effectively. On the other hand, we used the two algorithms proposed before

to watermark designs with multiple modules. We concentrate on the concurrency

models, and showed how we can watermark FSMs embedded into another concurrent

module such as DE and SR models. Finally, we have introduced a technique for

watermarking a special case of HFSMs. The algorithm is based on the output

mapping algorithm presented earlier.

The proposed solutions, help embed the watermark in modular designs, ensur-

ing that our watermarking technique does not have high implementation overhead.

This would help the integration of the watermarking process in the design cycle. Yet,

one of the main problems with this technique is the loss of the ability to extract the

watermark easily at the lower levels in most of the cases, as well as it cannot be

fully automated.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

In this work, we proposed, analyzed, and evaluated novel approaches for watermark-

ing sequential IP designs. The approach is based on the utilization of coinciding

transitions as well as unused transitions in order to give higher robustness. Using

this approach, we proposed related frameworks for both robust and fragile water-

marking. While the robust technique is used for copyright protection of the design,

fragile watermarking secures the design against tampering and protects customer

and owner rights. We integrated both techniques to offer a complete framework

for copyright protection. We defined the main requirements for any IP watermark-

ing technique. We believe the proposed watermarking approach satisfied the main

watermarking requirements defined in Chapter 1:

1. Does not rely on the secrecy of the algorithm: The proposed approach

and algorithms can be made public without posing extra threat to the water-

marked design.

2. Embeds enough data to identify the owner of the system: In case of

the robust watermarking, the approach embeds 128 bits of hashed data (using
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MD5), which is large enough to act as an ownership proof. This was made

clear using the probability of coincidence used for finding false positives (Pu).

3. Robustness: The proposed approach was evaluated and proven (using ex-

perimental results) to have high robustness due to the usage of actual parts of

the design as part of the watermark.

4. Asymmetry: Our approach can be used publicly without the fear of deleting

the watermark.

5. Has a low implementation overhead: Using coinciding transitions de-

creases the introduced design overhead, while it increases the robustness of

the design.

6. Detection and tracking tools: Masking attacks can prevent direct dynamic

methods from finding the embedded watermark. A watermark detection (ex-

traction) algorithm based on coinciding transitions was proposed.

7. Integration into design path and handling larger designs: The pro-

posed techniques to watermark communicating FSMs, as well as HFSMs, en-

abled the watermarking process to be integrated in the design path.

The proposed algorithms were evaluated using different attack and perfor-

mance measures and tested through experimental results. We evaluated the sound-

ness of the approach and proved it mathematically. Results showed that robust

algorithms can be used as a public-key watermarking scheme in most of the designs.

The algorithms are fast and have a comparatively low overhead on the design cycle.

6.2 Future Work

The methodology proposed in this thesis is a new technique that offers a realistic

secure and robust watermarking for IP designs. Furthermore, it presents a first step
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towards combining both concurrency and watermarking techniques. Based on our

previous work in this domain, we believe that the proceeding future work can be

completed and expanded in the following manner:

• Algorithm Optimization: The proposed algorithms, especially for the mod-

ular watermarking techniques, need to be further optimized. One of its draw-

back in the case of communicating FSMs, is its interactive nature, which will

give a higher overhead for the designer to watermark the design. We believe

that a prototype tool needs to be built for these algorithms, and tested further

on real designs, trying to fully automate this approach.

• Detection and tracking tools: Masking attacks can prevent direct dynamic

methods from finding the embedded watermark. A watermark detection (ex-

traction) algorithm based on coinciding transitions was proposed in this thesis,

but even in the availability of the coinciding transitions in the design, ex-

tracting all the traces of the watermark in the shortest time, using minimum

inputs, and without rebuilding the whole FSM is considered an NP-hard prob-

lem. Searching algorithms were developed to solve such problems in different

applications, including graph theory [15] and the Genome approach [64]. We

propose to use one of the available algorithms to optimize the search procedure

for extracting the watermark. Putting into consideration that the extraction

phase should be done without rebuilding the FSM, i.e., in HDL code or lower

levels. This will result in the integration of a simple simulation tool to extract

the signature traces directly. We believe that further investigation of these

techniques that can help solving such problems.

Finally, IP watermarking techniques are still in their infancy. It is considered

a new field with many directions that can be considered for future work. From our

point of view, the most important directions in such field would be:
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1. Benchmarking Tools: The IP watermarking domain is lacking benchmark-

ing tools, to be used as the main measure for the strength and robustness

of any novel technique. In this work, we have tried to define the very initial

framework for watermarking evaluation, but we believe major development is

still needed in this domain.

2. Hierarchical Design Integration: IP watermarks should be added to every

level of the design path. The watermarking algorithms until now concentrates

on one design level, yet we believe that a more general watermarking frame-

work should be introduced to: 1) ensure proper watermarking of each design

level; 2) define algorithms that should be used in different levels with their

respective advantages and disadvantages; 3) finally, such framework should

include a general key management system on how keys will be divided and

handled in the design hierarchy.
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